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TRAINS RIO SHIPS BRINGS RELIEF tomobiles were hurrying on errands
whizzed by. They know that the au-
of mercy, and made haste to give
.••••' them the road.
BUT THOUSANDS, FLEE FROM. RUINS
4̀ 10teer Refuge Have I None!" Sarst 50,-
000 in the Parks Sunday.
AUTOMOBILES OF MERCY HAVE RIGHT OF WAY.
The work of Rebuilding Being Planned and Soon the
Afflicted City" Will Arise From Her Ashes.
Pitiful Pencil Pictures---Slight Shock
Felt in State of Oregon. .
To be sure, at such an awitil mo-
ment wild rumors were inevitable,
but after the storm, in the calla suc-
ceeding, it is comforting to know
that the awful horror was painted too
horribly. For instance, the Cliff
house and all its inmates are safe.
Yet an excitable skipper of a schoon-
er said he saw the Cliff house slide
bodily into the sea. Let us attribute
"the error" flashed over the burdened
man, who wore the clerical cloth and
whose beard swept his breast like the
beard of the prophet, stood in the
midst of the Street alone, lie raised
his head above his arms and chanted:
"Desolation, desolation." Then he
swung into the sonorous psalm of
David, "I Will Lift Up Mine Eyes to
the Hills Whence Cometh My Help.
With his head held back and his eyes
closed in ecstasy, this latter-day
wires, to fog, fright and an illucid: Jeremiah sang the song of the Lord's
moment. It were better to subtract mercy to the smoked ruins on every
than to add. hand.
Millions for relief are pouring in In nearly 'every American city well
upon the stricken people, and no one directed plans are now being execut-
is etarving, bitt the stream of money cd for raising money with which to
preserve the lives of San Francisco's
inhabitants and keep aglow the spirit
of progress that made the destroyed
%ity great .
The people are no longer benumb-
ed by the extent of the calamity.
They are wide awake now, and every
man is doing his planning for the fu-
t /err refuge, have I none:
Hangs my helpless soul on Thee.
Leave, 0 leave, rue not alone- -
Still support and comfort
•
Trains and ships are spei ding
Friscoward with necestities for the
stricken.
Brainy and moseyed men already
have architects at Work on plans for
rebuilding the city. They have faith
in the site and confideuce in them-
selves, as had the ancient race who
renilt Jerusalem. The Examiner
says:
The period of helplessnees will be
so brief as to astonish mankind and
command admiration. No people in
the world are more self-reliant, cour-
ageous and vigorous than the Cali-
fornians. They are already the first
to treat with scorn the timid notion
that San Francisco's shaken site
should be abandoned. They point to
the fact that steel buildings were lit-
tle harmed, or not at all, by the
earthquake; that it was to fire the city
owed its destruction. They recognize
the existence of the earthquake risk,
of course, precisely as the sailor
recognizes the•riik of shipwreck, but
they are as little ready to desert the
San Francisco peninsula on that ac-
count as men are to give up ocean
corn Merte.
The men who make a city, the
men of brains and enterprise and
public spirit, are thinking at this mo-
ment, while the ruins are still smok-
ing, not about quitting, but about
how to take advantage of the oppor-
tunity to make San Francisco more
beautiful, eetere-eneadeeste aside-ia.
wayi better adiptiid to the magnifi-
cent future which awaits her as the•
New York of the Pacific—a future
os 'that has not been effaced by this dis-
aster, colossal as it is.
Cupid Working Overtime._ ,
Since the first day of the disaster
there has been an increaseplt
,numher of marriage lidenses issiic
seven being issued in one hour yes-
terday, although no other liminess is
transacted in the count): clerk's of-
fice.
"I don't live anywhere,' is the
answer given in many cases when
the applicant for a license is askea
where his residence is. "I used to
live in San Francisco."
A Picture of the Past.
San Francisco, Cal., April 23 -In
the waste of ruins that stretch for
miles where once proud office build-
ing(' and stately residences stood,
many a tragedy of despair, even of
elreadfel insanity that has some of
the snapping of strained reason, is
enacted. Laet night as the setting
sun glowed red through the lazily
drifting smoke haze, a reporter pass-
ing down the desert about lower Van
Ness avenue encountered a wild and
etyrie figne. An old and 067.1ed
#
and supplies mast be kept up for a
time, until the work of rehabilitation
is well under way.
Then craftsmen will , be able to
earn wages for themselves, and fam-
ilies and perhaps have something left
for a worthy brother. 
It must have been impressive to
hear the sound of so,000 voices in ture.
Golden Gate park last Sunday aft- The next step will be to tear down
veneion joie in singing that stanza in the walls still standing. A few of
"Nearer, My God, to Thee:" the great blocks are in such shape
that repairs are possible. but the
great majority of them must come to
the ground, that work slay proceed
without endangering life.
---
Wreck in Danger of Earthquake.
The wreck of the Emporium is in
a wry shaky condition, and another
earthquake shock of any size will
send it into Market street.
Appropriate to the day and the
charity, the churches of every denom-
ination joined in the response for aid
to the suffering, homeless people hud-
dled together on the hills and in
the open fields of California Sunday.
Seventy-five thousand dollars is the
estimate of the funds raised in the
local churches during the day in
Chicago alone.
Identification is Difficult.
Probably the most affecting sights
are to be seen in the parks, where
many family reunions take place
daily. People from interior points
are making every effort to cross the
hay and search among the refugees
for their families. It will be months
before many of these weary searches
end, for there are many dead bodies
in that burned district which will
never be identified.
The earthquake killed or crippled
many in the south of Market street
district, and, thefire sweenino over the
city after the first great shock, char-
red the remains past any hope of
identification.
There are so many living to be
cared for that little attention is paid
to the dead. They are buried as
quickly as they arc found, but not uns
til those miles of waste are leveled
will the tale of the dead be anywhere
completed.
Refugees Leaving Golden Gate Park.
' The refugees are beginning to
leave Golden Gate park for points
outside the city. They are mOving
down , Market street in great vans,
their trunks piled high behind theme
The ferryboats have brought hun-
dreds of private vehicles into the
city, and these are being used to car-
ry the aged and the sick. The great
encampment dotting the park and. the
surrounding hills is beginning to
show the effects of this steady
march to the ferry.
The automobiles have saved the
day for San Francisco. Every auto-
mobile in the city has been command-
eered by the military, and the• ma-
chines are being driven day VW
night, and always at top speed.
Autos of Mercy Have Right of Way.
The tottered walls of skeleton -sky-
scrapers resounded once more to the
hoot of the automobile horn and the
sharp cries of hundreds of drivers,
hurrying stores through to their dis-
tribution points. The dirty wayfar-
ers sprang/Tod 6f the way as the
flvoing cross of the relief corps
They are a grimy set, those Red
Cross men. Most of them have not
had clothes off for -dayes at -a •stretch,
but with the aid of a huge automobile




Was Sufficiently Severe to Rock the
Buildings.
Portland, Ore., April 23.—A spe-
cial to the Oregonian from Glendale,
Ore., says that an earthquake shock
was 'felt there at r:1 I this morning.
The shock was sufficiently severe to
rock buildings and rattle china in the
closets.
The Situation it; arid.
Oakland, Cal., April 23.—Governor
George G. Pardee gave out the fol-
lowing interview today:
"The situation is as good as can
be expected, considering the great-
ness of the calamity that has befal-
len us. The nation and the world
are taking great interest in our wel-
fare and showing material financial
aid.
"The matter of an extra session of
tile legislature is still under consider-
ation. What we need especially are
medical stores, clothing and shelter
for the refugees. Of course, food
will be needed in coneiderable quan-
tities for some time to come.
"An epidemic does not exist at
present. It is not probable that
there will be any necessity for order-
ing a quarantine.,
"The work of rebuilding San Fran-
cisco has commenced. and I expect
to see the great metropolis replaced
on a much grander scale than ever
before."
Don't Want Outsiders.
The press is hequested to advise all
people .not to try to reach San Fran-
cisco. Outsiders not allowed to land
there. They would only add to the
congestion of the cities around the
bay.
New Fire Started,
San Francisco, Cal., April 23.—The
fire which seemed to have died out
yesterday broke out with renewed
vigor in the coal bunkers north of
the ferry building shortly after mid-
night.
Depot for Government Supplies.
Washington, April 23.—The war
department today received a tele-
gram from General Funston. request-




Francisco, to be delivered- at the
street wharf.SOITI
Great Work sf Railroads.
Chicago, April 23.—In helping to
relieve the suffering in California, the
railroads of the United States are
performing free of cost a service
which would have a commercial value
of at least $3.4eo,000. As an illustra-
tion, it is estimated that the relief
work will cost the railroads controll-
ed by E. H. Harriman at least $75,-
noo daily for the next thirty days.
This would make a total of $2,250,
000.
'Killed by Mistake.
San Francisco, Cal., April 23.—H.
C. Tilden, one 64 the most prominent
members of the - general relief com-
mittee, was shot and almost instantly
killed in his automobile about mid-
night !alit night while returning from
Menlo park, by men supposed to be
members of the citizens' patrol Mayor Yeiser is preparing to take
two weeks vacation dur.
Mule Give Vault. Time to Cool. !time he will sojourn at some health
I.os Angeles, Cal.. April 23.—Alfred resort in recuperating from his
H. Castle, a railroad capitalist and
former hanker of Chicago, who
passed through that city's disastrous
fire, has wired Mayor Schmitz of San
Francisco a warning in regard to the
possibility of premature opening of
the vaults of the banks and offices
of the Ch4r.
In his message, he points out that
if oxygen ie allowed to reach the con-
tents of the safes and vaults before
they have had time to cool, that they
will ignite and be destroyed, causing
immense losses that otherwise might
have been averted. .He recalls that Boy Recovering.
the loss from this mistake was very
great in the case of the Chicago fire.
ally the patrolman pulled his et
celibre revolver and shot Cooley
through the heart, the bullet being
found in the back of the dead man':
undershirt afterwards. Cooley
gasped several times and died.
The body is being held, awaiting
the arrival of MIrs. Cooley, the be-
reaved mother, who is visiting her
daughter in Texas, and also the ar-
rival of his oldest brother, Mr.
Morris Cooley who is in Oklahoma.
When they get home the funeral
services will be held.
A knife was found by side of the
dead lad's hand by the authorities
The excitement continues over the
matter, because of the prominence
ot all parties concerned.
MAYOR TAKES
A VACATION
HE WILL SPEND SEVERAL
WEEKS AT SOME HEALTH
RESORT.
COOLEY'S DEATH
HI'S BROTHER JESSE COOLEY
HAD BEEN A RREStTED
THAT RIGHT.
Officer Thorna' s Went to Help Ar-
rest Brother cf the Man He
Afterwards Killed.
Coroner Saffold of Mayfield Sun
(lay held the inquest into the death
of Henry Cooley, the jury return-
ing a verdict that the young man
came to his death by a bullet from
the revolver of Officer Will Thomas.
It was gathered yesterday that
Saturday night Jesse Cooley and
some others were at the grocery and
eale-ale store of Mrs. Melton. It
sees charged that while intoxicated,
the young men beat up several par-
ties, ahd at this Sheriff Brand took
three ' deputies including Officer
Thom& and went out to arrest the
young fellows. All of them had
gone however, except Jesse Cooley.
who was arrested and taken to town
but afterwards -released and sent to
his home.
Late Saturday night Officers
Thomas and Albritton were passing
the Key and Gault poolroom en
route to the depot to meet the
passenger train which gets to Padu-
cah from that direction at r o'clock
in the morning. Henry Cooley his
younger brother Harry, and several
others came along about that time,
end all but Henry Cooley passed in-
to the Key establishment, while
Thomas. and Albritton headed to-
wards the depot. It is said that
henry Cooley_ remarked, on seeing
Thomas, "There he is, I will just
get him." Thomas saw Cooley with
r knife in his. hand and told the lad
not to come up on him with the
knifes.- Cooley continued advanang,
VOL 22e NO. 301
EXECUTORS 'DONATED $500 TO
TO GIVE BONDI SAN FRANCISCO
Mrs. Belle Wisdom Bronston
Asks This In Suit.
SETTLEMENT WANTED
IN WISDOM ESTATE.





Ystst•rdeee tl.e -county court,
an aelalavit was tiled by Belle Wis-
dom Bruns on, daughter of tie late
B. H. Wisdom, requesting the. court
to require George C. Wallace and
WI. E. Cave, executors of the Wis-
dom estate, to execute bond for their
acts in the past and also in the fu-
ture. This motion was made in con-
nection with the suit George Wal-
lace and W. E. Cave have filed in
the circuit court against the Wis-
dom heirs, looking towards settling
up the business.
In the motion for the executors to
give bond, Mrs. Bronston states that
the estate has been managed solely
by George C. Wallace, and that $225,-
000 has been collected in by him, but
not more than $ree,000 disbursed
amongst the heirs. She also says
that the will of her father provides
that an inventory should be made of
his estate after death aid that, de-
spite the fact she has asked . George
Wallace,Ipr , accounting, one has
while Thomas ket31 4ilin,been given Ler In her statement
she also states that her father's will
provided that for five years after pro-
bating the devising document, that
the executor could sell off what realty
he deemed advisable, the proceeds to
go to the heirs. Mrs. Bronston says
,this five years has long since elapsed,
but that George Wallace continues
selling the property, at figures un-
known to her, and of which no ac-
creintiss is made to her.
On the documents in this matter
being lodged with the court yester-
day, Judge Lightfoot set the case
for trial this afternoon at 8 o'clock,
at which time he will decide whether
or not the executors win have to give
the bond.
In justice to all parties, it may be
said that Mrs. Bronston. in her affi-
davit. simply earl' that only a portion
of the fund collected by the executors
has been paid to the estate. No men-
tion is made of the amount expended
by the executors in keeping the es-
tate together, in the payment of
taxes, insurance, lawyers' fees and
traveling expenses. Mr. Wallace
brought the snit for a settlement and
distribution of the estate, and, it is
said, has a detailed statement of all
accounts, made up by Mr. Commin-
gore, an expetr accountant, now
ready to file forth all collections and
disbursements of the estate.
week's attack of serious illness, lie
has not yet fully decided where he
will go , but probabilities are it will
be to French Lick Springs, Incl., ac-
companied by his wife. He was' out
Sunday for the first time, and was
able to be at the aldermen's session
!1st eveni,g, at which time he in-
formed the members of his intention
to leave, on advice of his physician,
Dr. Murrell. The board sanctioned
his leave of absence.
Mr. Charles Brown, of the Ar-
mour plant here, yesterday said that
he had not yet heard anything from
his brother, who was in San Fran-
cisco when the greet earthquake hap-
pened. Mr. Brown feels hopeful,
though, from the fact that telegrams
are beipg delayed and cannot be de-
livered for one week. •
Mims Emma Mix yesterday receiv-
ed a letter from her ,iiister,,diss Mary
Mix, who said she *is IsiW in Oak-
land, Cal., when tbe earthquake oc-
curred.
If
L...__.,_... .._,..4,..,. . ...4-.:.,
ww4 wow,. •
'Master Walter Rhodes has passed
the crucial point and is now safe.
He will be taken home this weete
from Riverside hospital where he has
been since hit in the head with the
rOtk by McClain Mitche11.---
Father Worse.
Mr. Jesse Benson has received
word that his father, Mr. ' Jame-
Benson, the blacksmith, continues
growing worse at Memphis,' where
lie has been confined now for sev
t'tel months with a paralytic stroke
The son expects to go down\J.o visit
him knnetime next week.
Bond in This Case.
--Irt-the--soft-ter
man estate, George and Edna Hey-
man filed a motion before the court,
asking that Nathan Heyman, the es-
tate executor, he required to give
bond.
Incorporation Articles.
"The Pemberton Cliurn Company"
filed articles of incorporation, capi-
talizing $75.ciocre to do a business of
manufacturing and selling churns
Abe Livingston, L. L. Creasy, of this
city, and B. T. M'. Pemberton, of
McLeansboro, Ill., all take asci shares
of stock at $too per share. The high-
-st amount of indebtedness allowed
IS $3,000.
Anotser Corporation.
"The McCracken County Realty
Company" wac incorporated yester
day. its husiness being that of real
estate- and loans. The capital -stock
is 85o0o. ses shares each being taken
by Frank L. Scott. Sol Dreyfues and
George Langstaff. The highest
amount of indebtedness permitted is
$to,000.
Dos Recorded'.
Land lying on. the banks of Massac
creek, in the county, has been sold
(Continued on Page
A • 1.A., gra.r:mtrak r





Proposition to Vote 62so,000 for Sew-




I.ast evening, during the meeting of
the aldermanic body in the City Han
genera! assembly chamleer, the mem-
bers unanimously voted $escio to bt
sent the unfortunate people of Sam
Francisco, on Mayor Yeiser and Al-
derman Miller making a recommendal
tion to this effect. The money is
to conic out of the public treasury,
and as the alllowance is not binding
until the council passes on it, and the
next regular meeting of that body
does not occur until April 7, it was
ordered that the council be called into
special session right away to confirm
what the aldermen did, so the_money
can be forwarded at once. Wlhen the
council is assembled in this extra
meeting, it will be requested not to
charge the city the $3 each has a
right to demand for every session
they attend. This being a charitable
move, it is not desired that the city
have to pay for this session. The
money is to be sent right away by
Mayor Yeiser to help the stricken
people.
All the members were present last
evening except Alderman Chamblin,
who is out of the city. The mayor
was able to be there.
Mayor Yeiser suggested to the al-
dermen that they instruct the board
of works to get up figures showing
for what the city's electric light
plant can be enlarged. The members,
though, did nothing towards putting
this in the board of works' hands,
because the light committee is now
looking after the proposition.
The water company was ordered
to extend its supply mains along
Ninth, from Broadway to Kentucky
avenue.
Report was made to the aldermen
that someone had fenced in ground
th:, city owns, and which ground is
intended for use when a public street
is run through Faxon's addition, from
Thirteenth to Fourteenth streets.
The board of works was ordered to
look into the matter.
To the city solicitor was handed
the notice showing Jesse Wicks had
sued the municipality for damages,
on the ground that her North Fourth
street property was injured because
the city permitted the large pond of
water to stand behind her ' place
there.
It was ordered that Lycurgus Rice
be employed as the city's official
"cow catcher." at $75 per month, he
irmati t11 S. 0 Wn horse.
The board confirmed the mayor's
'ale of the steam ferryboat franchises
to Owen Bros. fr‘r $25.
Mayor Yeiser informed the alder-
men that on account of his health his
physician, Dr. Murrell, advised him
to leave and spend several weeks so
some health resort. The board sanc-
tioned the leave he will take.
Heretofore A. G. Gilbert has offer-
ed to sell the city enough of his
ground, so Tenth street can be run
through from Broadway to Kentucky
avenue, the new block of street to be
,m feet wide, and cost the city $65 per
front foot. This proposition was
rejected, and the aldermen decided
to buy -enough ground from Mrs. T.
H. Puryear to make a 6o-foot street,
rt to run through from the avenue
to Broadway, and cost $65 per foot.
The total makes $3,900, while the 'city
is to pay all costs of "'ettnnitlat- the
public thoroughfare through her
private property, which is that on
which the tobacco warehouses stood
before being destroyed last August.
First adoption was. given the ordi-
nance granting the street raitwa-
people a franchise to pot delv-ii
traeks on Tennessee, from Feleoe's
te Ninth, Eighth from Tennessee- to





Wants to Hear From Reform School
Before Takes Scott and
Albritton Away.
Sheriff rohn W. Ogilvie and his
assistants leave this morning at 7:43
o'clock for Eddyville to convey to
the branch penitentiary there, the
nheteen male prisoners who were
given terms during the recent term
(-1 criminal court that came to 4
c:ose last week.
The sheriff takes along with him
the following guards, Dick Rives
Clark Fortson, Dr. R. D. Harper, J.
Renfro, George Thomas and Loren-
zo Emery.
Sheriff Oigilvie believes he will
leave tomorrow for Lexington and
Frankfort, bat cannot yet tell. He
has Isom Scott and Tom Albritton,
two white boys, for the Lexington
refc).rm school, while Nannie Gray.
negress, goes to Frankfort female
prison, to serve a sentence im-
posed for breaking into Joe A.
Gardner's drug store at Third and
Tennessee streets. As the reform
school is always crowded to its
capacity the sheriff has written the
officials in charge of it, desiring to
know if they have room for Scott
:nd Albritton. Now a response is
expected in every mail from the
school, and if it says there is no
room for the lads, they will be left
here until they can be received
there, while if room exists, they will
h2 taken away at once. The sheriff
sloes not want to go ahead and
carry them to Lexington, and then
on reaching there find he has to
bring them back here, because of




HON. MUSCOE BURNETT SE-
LECTED BY GOVERNOR
BECKHAM.
Mr. Muscoe Burnett, superintend-
ent of the Paducah Water Works
company, yesterday morning received
from Governor Beckham a commis-
sion, designating the prominent Pa-
ducahan as "McCracken County
Commissioner" for the "Home Com-
ing Week," to be conducted at Lou-
isville June 13-17. The commission
comes out of the executive mansiosa
and the unexpected honor falls in
good hands, as MY. Burnett is one
of the best known men the state over
and will be of material aid in helping
• to enjoy themselves, the former Ken-
tuckians coming home that week to
visit friends and relatives.
The letter accompanying the com-
mission informs Mt. Burnett that he
is empowered to select one matron
and two maids to accompany him to
Louisville, where they go the "Home
Coming Week" to represent Mc-
Cracken county, and assist in wel-
coming back Kentuckians who have
moved afar.
"Home Coming Week" is the thing
set aside by Louisville to try and get
hack to that city, in particular, all
former residents who have gone to
other places to locate. It is the de-
sire to have them back the same
---weeler-enci—grest---istdeeente•ts-
fer:d. as regards reduced railroad
transportation. etc. A round of gay
pleasures has been outlined for the
five days at Louisville, and people
from all over the state will be there
to welcome back .to their "Old Ken-
tucky Home" the wayfarers from all
around the world.
Governor Beckham is 'selecting
commissioners to represent each
county, but as yet Mr. Burnelt has
not named the matron and maids







FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH CON-
GREGATION HAS THIS BE-
FORE THEM.
Rev. Fathers Murphy and Lambert
of Chicago Are Conducting a. _
Mission Here.
.4
Rev. Calvin Thompson of Denvor,
Colo., will tomorrow evening be rec-
ommended to fill the pulpit of the
First Baptist church, where he de-
livered two trial sermons Sunday be-
fore last. „.The recommendation will
be submitted which was several
weeks ago selected and directed to
recommend some minister to take
the place made vacant by the -recent
death of Dr. John C. Cheek, who
was the beloved pastor of this
gtegation.
The pulpit committee held a meet-
ing yesterday at the office of Mr.
John R. Puryear in the postoffice
building, and reached this decision,
to recommend Dr. Thompson who
most favorably impressed the con-
gregation nine days ago when he
delivered two very able and strong
sermons. It is more than probable
that the congregation will adopt the
committee recommendation, and ex-
tend a call to Dr. Thompson to
come and take charge of the church.
The reverend gentleman is a Ken-
tuckian but for ,the past few years




Rev. Fathers Murphy and Lam-
bert of Chicago are in the city con-
ducting the mission at the St.
Frances de Sales church on Sixth
and Broadway, and they are being
heard by large throngs of people
who fincf in them two unusually
brilliant and forceful divines of earn-
estness and energy. They will hold
worship each day at 6 and 8 a. m.,
3 p. m. and 7:30 p. en. A cordial
invitation is detended all to par-
ticipate in the gatherings.
Postoffice Inspector Asks Law to
Hein Him Send Telegram.
Chicago, April 22---Application was
made before Judge Bethea in the
United States court Saturday after-
noon for a writ of mandauttg• to com-
pel the Postal Telegraph Company to
take messages for San Francisco.
Poatoffice'Inspector George Kimball
in the office of Inspector Stuart,
made the application, but it was de-
nied. MT. Kimball has an invalid wife
at 879 Turk street, San Francisco,
and he has been unable to reach her
with a telegram- or to receive word
from her friends. He declares he was
informed that the Postal Telegraph
Company wires were kissed` so that
yin messages would be aCcepted.
Reaturned Home.
Rev. George B. Crutcher of Dyers-
burg, Tenn., returned home yester- . Unusual attractive and popular is
day, he filling the pulpit of the First the charming bride, while the groom
Baptist church Sunday morning and is the well known metal worker con-
nected with his brother in th.t
Fowler-Wolfe sheet iron works of






and frankly, in strictest confidence, telling all yourtroubles, and stating your age. We win send youJUL ADVICS. In piain sealed envelope, and a val-
uable book on "Home Treatment for Women."
Address: Ladies' Advisory Department, TheChattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
G 54
In young girls, is too often caused by the mothers' lack of knowledge of
proper treatment at that time. "Mamma was almost crazy, to think of my
sickness", writes Miss Hazel Upson, of 130 S. Fifth Street, De Kalb, 111.
"The best doctor in De Kalb gave me up and said I could not get well.
I had been sick with a fever and never got over it, but
WI" CAOF Woman'sRelief
brought me around all right. Before taking Cardul I had been out of order for six months,
was weak, pale, wan and thin and hardly able to get around. A lady friend recommended
Cardul and mamma got me a bottle, though she had very little hopes of its helping me, but
praise God I had taken just three bottles when L was relieved and began to get well right off.Now I am feeling well. Mamma wants me to send you my picture to let you see how fat I
am getting. Mamma and I are so thankful ftr the Wine of Cardul, and I will do all I can tolet every suffering person know how much It has done for me." Cardul is a harmless vege-table medicine for women and girls. with a specific strengthening curative effect upon thefemale organs. For over half a century it has been in successful use and in that long trial
has proved itself a safe, reliable remedy, for young and old. Try it.
At all Druggists in $1.00 Bottles
Arramorrsr
where tomorrow morning at 9:30
o'clock the former will be united in
marriage to Miss Alma Pearl Belch-
er. They come here immediately to
take up their home.
This
Cox-Rudy Wedding.
evening at es o'clock there
occurs the wedding of Miss Louise
Cox and Mt. Henry Rudy, at the
Broadway Methodist church, Rev. T.
J. Newell and Rev. W. E. Cave cause of the great amount oi public
officiating. se oric now starting. off.
The young couple is one of the
Matinee Musicale, most popular in this city where each
The Matinee Musicale club meets
tomorrow afternoon at the Eagles'
hall on Sixth and Broadway, and
during the gathering Liszt and
Wagner will be discussed, under
leadership of Mrs. George 13. Hart
Speared By Cupid.
I
Mr. and MS. A. S. Nelson an- ; Mr. Richardson is one of the hest !
holy bonds uf wedlock last evenin,
at the residence of the bride in 7uo
South Eleventh street, Rev. W. L.
Cave of the First Presbyterian
church speaking the words uniting
the well known young couple, who
have now gone to Memphis, Tenn.,
en their wedding trip that will be
short on account of the groom's
business as assistant city engineer
demanding his presence here be-
After Easter Salem...In
Daring April and May we are going to offer
Special Prices on our entire line of Cut Glass and
Silverware.
Genuine Rogers Tea Spoons Reg. P rice $1.5o, this sale 75c set.
Genuine Rogers Table Spoons, Reg. Price $3.00, this sale fir.50 set.
1847 Roger Bros. Knives and Forks this sale $3.65 set.
Every Piece engraved free.
An elegant line of wedding presents at special low prices.
Watch and jewelry repairing, first class work—reasonable prices-21
years experience.
Eyes Tested Free. J. A. Konetzka,
EYE-SEE Jewelry & Optical Co. Jeweler and Optician..
315 Broedway.Guthriee Old Stand.
evening. He impressed the congre-
gvtion with a thoughful and earnest
Si -mon each time.
Quarterly Conference.
This evening the second quarterly
conference will be held for the
Broadway Methodist church by Pre-
siding Elder J. W. Blackard.
Elect Officers.
The vestrymen of Grace Episcopal
church meet one day this week to
elect their officers who will serve
during the coming twelve months.
DELIGHTFUL
EYEING DINING
MISS SUSIE THOMPSON EN-
TERTAINED FOR MISS
SCOTT.
The soo Club Meets With Mrs.
street.
Coming Nuptials.
At eight o'clock tomorrow even-
ing Miss Annie Thomas and Mr.
Charles Swenter of this city will be
united in marriage at the home of
the bride's uncle, Mr. Feed Kreut-
zer of 503 South Fourth street. The
nuptials will be officiated over .by
Rev. A. L. Illten of the German
Lutheran church of South Fourth.
and immediately following the cere-
mony the colple repair to the
gioorns home n the same street to
enter housekeeping.
The wedding will be a home affair
el quietness, and witnessed by only
a few friends and the relatives.
The bride is a very beautiful and
popular young lady of many friends.
She has been connected with the
Bond-Powell. commission comflany
South Second street as book.
kceper.
Mr. Swentcr is a harnessmaker
employed at the Wchael Pr.:. es-
tablishment, and a highly esteemed
young man of considerable popu-
larity.
have resided for a number of years.
Possessed of much beauty and ac-
complishments, the bride is a very
attractive and sweet young lady
greatly admired by all. She is the
Ootughter of Mr. j. M. Radford, the
well known Illinois Central railroad
attache. 
1
nounce the marriage of their daugh known and sterling young men of
ter Emma, to Mr. E. K. Wolfe, of the community, having for seve rai I
this city. The nuptials will take : years creditably tilled the imporian;
place tomorrow evening at the resi- position of assistant to City Engi-idence of the brides parents 1323 neer L. A—Washington. lie came 
I3o SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH. Kl.1Jefferson street. The ceremony will here from Memphis several years
be performed by Rev. W. E. Cave ago and is of a prominent family
of the First Presbyterian church. recognized as expert civil engineers
No invitations having been issued, the country over, several following
just the immediate family will be the profession. He held many re-
present. sponsible , positions at Memphis and
here, and is a genial and popular
young man standing very high with
everybody.
On return of the couple r.)m
Memphis they make their home is ith
a private family in this city.
BICYCLES.
"Tribune," "Rambler," "Monarch,"
"Imperial," easy running and speedy.
WILLIAMS BYCLE CO.
Next to Kentucky Theatre.
For Hard Roads.
The Illinois State Board of Prison
industries has put in the Soothern
penitentiary at Chester a $14,000 stone
crusher. It will) require 174 cunvict,
to keep it busy. The capacity of the
new plant is 20 car loads of crushed
rock per day which will be used to
improve country roads in the state.





Miss Susie Thompson of West
Broadway entertained a number of
friends last evening with a dining,
complimentary to Miss Elizabeth
Scott of Clarksdale, Miss., who is
visiting Misses Myrtle and Ethel
1)ecker. The dining ball was beau-
oftilly decorated while the elaborate
luncheon was partaken of in many
cotirses.
The soo Club.
Mrs. Saunders Fowler of West
Broadway will tomorrow afternoon
at 3 o'clock entertain The soo club
No Meeting Today.
The Delphic club will ndt hold
any meeting today, it being the first
Tuesday missed since last fall. The
final gathering of the ladies will be
conducted next Tuesday.
Left For Georgia.
Attorney L. Taylor and
Turttey, left yesterday' afternoon at
230 o'clock for Covington, Georgia,
son
---Ridiatd-R—Tifiarcroon,
Miss Ora Radford and Mr. Robert
I Richardson were united in the
C. MANNING SEARS, M. 1






Calanders Minniville, Tenn., distillers.
Oil Colors,
Framed right up to date in five min-
Remember this apple brandy is the first that haa ever reached Pad- ate' time-at-tbs.
9 EFIN6ER & CO.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
61LBUTO
Has Scored Another Mark 
•
4
Alongside his pure clebratecl Wil-
low Spring Whisky he has added the
long needed and unobtainable pure
Apple Brandy made from sweet mellow
apples and distilled at a still in the
beautiful mountains of Tennessee, where..
the willows grow tall and green and the
beautiful chrystal water runs from the
grove of Willow Spring, direct to the
still of Messrs Hennessee & Co., Mc-





....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
Is a "Leader" for the dealer.
• D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
A
the rectified and compounded apple brandy is more poisonous than
the vilest whisky that is compounded and rectified. Pure apple brandy is,
higher in price than the average run of pure whiskies and is scarcer
than whisky.. Remember apple brandy would be recOmmended by all
physician for certain ailments of the human body if they were sure' 4
they could get the pure brandy also; there would be more of it drank
if it were not for the rectified compounded stuff they have to drink.
Remember that the name of my Brandy is DON GILBERTO'S
"THREE STAR" Apple
under my personal supervision
ted letters on the inside of
Brandy. My brandy in bottled and sealed
and none genuine unless my name in big
the lable next to the bottle which reads
Don Gilberto's pure apple brandy z year old zoo proof. The bottle will,'
contain 32 oz of the pure Three Stars apple brandy.
Bear in mind that this package will be subject at any time and
anywhere that the U. S. Revenue officials see fit to inspect it, (He has
a right to do so.)
Provided the seal has not been tampered with. Also I tender the
officers of the pure food law the same privilege as I do U. S. revenue
officer, aa I am personally responsible for its purity, strength arrd
quantity. To be had only at 'The White Deer" which is • symbol
of strength, purity and innocence. rt6 S. Fourth It, Paduealus. Xy.
....••••••••••••••10.





















Judge Reed started his civil term oi
circuit court yesterday and issued
about 1so orders during the day, re-
ceiving documents from the attor-
neys and transacting other business.
He set many actions for trial and
will be engaged the balance of this
week going over the docket and pre-
paring the suits for trial by the petit
juries that will be ernpaneled next
Memday.
The suit of Lee Crenshaw against
Fletcher Terrell was dismissed as set-
tled. Crenshaw bought a mule from
Terrell and found the animal was un-
sound. Terrell refused to take back
the beast, and Crenshaw then sued,
• but the -matter is now adjusted.
The Holeomb-Lobb company was
given judgment for $408.71 against
W. P. Outland, formerly connected
with the company. Outland eras in-
dicted at the instance of the tie com-
pany, but came clear in the criminal
enut week before last. The Holcomb-
Lobb people accused him of con-
verting to his own use that amount
of the company's money. hut lie was
exonerated. The company then sued
him. and new gets judgment.
The Burnett Knitting company was
given judgment for $412.42 against
Robert B Phillips and George C.
Wallace for goods the plaintiff sold
defendants, who operate the Alden
knitting mills.
In the suit of Gardher vs. Caldwell,
judgment for 1260 was given against
Daisy Quinn Caldwell and Mike Cald-
t well in favor of plaintiff.
• Records being lodged with the
court showing the defendant had tak-
en the bankrupt law and gotten re-
lieved of all indebtedness against
him. The court dismissed the suit of
the Evansville Brewing company
against James k. Gray.
There was dismissed, without
prejudice, the action of Ben Laster
against the City of Paducah.
There was dismissed the action of
B Weille & Son against Sam D. Lowe
for money due for clothing.
The court dismissed, without prej-
udice the proceedings of Wallace
against Hawthorn.
Covington Bros. & Co. had dis-
missed their suit against Dann. the
grocer, of Smithland. The matter
has been settled.
The fiteyer Bros. C. was given
judgment for $150.17 against Charles
Lehrer.
Judgment for $09.4o was giv:n
against Conley in the suit of They
against Chalk and Conley.
The damage snit Merkie Vs'orten
brought for his famous eien% Sun
Stone, against Editor John Meloan,
was continued until th : next term of
court. Worten sues liteloan for dam-
ages on the ground that the latter
had printed in :he News-Democrat
articles injurious to Stone. lifeloan
at the time was editor of the eaper
referred to.
There Was set for trial on the i5th
deer of this term tie suit a: Sam Stone
4-:ei-e+ieler•reee.: :i-e,-1.4-1-4.1-1 HI 1-1- by the Cairo and Tennessee River
Railroad Co., has been completed to
Cadiz, and the surveying party will
leave this morning for Mayfield.—
Cadiz Record.
•:* WESTERN KENTUCKY. ÷
•:• NEWS AND acommEwr *
•:.
Looks Like Race Suicide.
The census of the Bardwell school
district, which has just been complet-
ed by J. H. Black, shows that there
are eifis school children in the district
which is a considerable decrease dur-
ing the past few years. This falling
off IS -occasioned by a greater numb.r
of children arriving at the age of 20
than there are those who reach the
age of 6.—Bardwell News.
— The state board'of -equalization has
raised the value of Carlisle County
lands ten per cent above the asses-
sor's estimates.
on .7....;•:n
The Fulton Commercial complains
of the scarcity of labor in that see-
ton of the Purchase and sagely re-
marks:
"There is a good deal of labor go-
ing Lo waste, locked up in the mus-
cles of idle negroes, which would
help some if it could be utilized. A
strict enforcement of the vagrancy
laws would be a good thing."
"Friend" Met Mr. E. Z. Mark..
A smoth swindle was worked re-
cently in St. Louis. The Republic of
that city says:
"A confidence man sold to George
L. Overbey, a stranger from LaCen-
ter, Ky., a horse for $60 yesterday,
but when Overbey called at the stable
to get his purchase he was informed
that the obliging stranger did not
own the animal.
According to the story he told the
Overbey came to the city for
the express purpose of buying horses,
and met his "friend," Frank Lewis,
at the corner- of Broadway and Cass
avenue. He asked the man where he
could buy some horses and was taken
to the stable of Nelson & Horn, No.
Ism North Broadway, where he was
shown a mare that was offered to
him for $1to.
Ifiasked to be shown a few more
and s(-as taken to several stables in
the neighborhood. After looking
at the horses he had a few drinks
and bought the mare for $6o, taking
a receipt for the amount. He then
went to the stable and asked for his
mans. Ile was told that it was net
the property of Lewis.
They Want to See It-
1. the Henderson Gleaner's Wash-
ington letter it is stated that the
guides are making capital out of Con-
gressman James' bald head. Visitors
in the gallery cut the guide short
when he is pointing out Cannon, WO-
hams or other big guns; they stop
him aid ask impatiently, "But where
is Alice Roosevelt's husband?"
When Longwofth is not there—
and he usually isn't—the tourists are
indignant and look with suspicion on
the guides. The latter have accord-
ingly formed the useful habit of
pointing out 011ie James as Long-
worth. Sometimes they are forced to
select someone else with a scarcity of
hair, but Mr. James is their first
choice. The tourists look with ad-
miration on the bunko bridegroom
and deplie in peace.
Mighty Good Religion,
1.ast Sunday the Rev. Miller, at
Camsville, Mk., announced to his con-
gregation that a collection for for-
eign mission was about to be taken
up, but he wanted no member to
give a cent unless he had already
paid his butcher, baker, grocer and
printer. "Pay your local debts first,"
he said, "and then pay the debt you
owe to the heathen."---Frankfort
State Journal
Baccalaureate Sermons,
The Rev. J. C. Read has been se-
lected to preach the sermons at the
commencement exercises.of the Carr
and the South Fulton Institutes. The
Fulton Daily Leader says of him:
"He is a big hearted man and one
of the most eloquent ministers of the
Christian faith. The commencement
sermons are looked forward to with
-end- Rev. Read will
less sustain the very enviable reputa-
tion he has established in Fulton.-
--against the News-Democrat.
The appellate court mandate was
• filed in the suit of Ed C. Terrell
against the Paducah Marine railway.
Terrell. under contract from the city,
gravcled Washington street from
First down to the river'e edge. The
ways refuced to pay for the won:, and
Terrell, cuing, recovered the amount
elle him.
Mary 1. Futtrell wac given a di-
vorce from Bert Futtrell. A divorce
was granted in the action of Rhinehart
vs. Rhinchart.
The Camden Knitting Mill com-
pany was given judgment for $343.69
against George C. VViallace and Rob- improvements of larger places, are
ert Phillips for goods latter bought more than ever satisfied that this is
of plaintiff.
JmIgment for $631.47 was given
against Robert B. Phillips and
George C. Wallace in favor of the
Regal Textile company,
A musements
Upon the success of the forth-
coming appearance of the New York
Symphony orchestra, which is to play
at the Kentucky May 5, future visits
of Mk. Walter Damrosch's famous or-
ganization largely depends. The
'present supplemental tour is in a
measure experimental, and, if well
supported, it is likely that a similar
trip will be made annually. The New
York Symphony's tour is under the
em te. Chariton, who
is prominently identified with well
known artists, and undc r his manage-
ment plans are being !considered for
a more extended trip next spring.
New York is justly proud of the
splendid organization which has re-
sulted from Mt. Damrosch's years
of effort, and the fact that the or-
chestra is now endowed indicates the
impression the worthiness of thc
venture has made upon public-spirit-
ed citizens of the metropolis. The so-
loists whom Mr., Damrosch will take
on the present tour are of the fore-
most rank, and his programmes have
been arranged with the greatest care.
Local interest in the engagement is
marked.
"Dora Thorne."
Next Saturday matinee and night
will be seen at the Kentucky the play
of "Dora Thorne," which has been
attracting considerable atteteion eii
account of the popularity of the
novel.
-Dora Thorne," as a story is too
well know 11 for comment, but it must
be admitted that the playwright has
improved upon the plot to such an
extent that the play is far more in-
teresting than the book. Dramatic
license is somewhat elastic at times
to say the least, and in the play the
most exciting and dramatic points of
the book are brought out wfth decis
ive action and powerful clearness;
nor is the comedy found wanting;
much humor is inter-mingled with
the episodes of the drama, making as
a whole a play novel and interesting
in the extreme.
A company of players well suited
to their respective roles have been
engaged to interpret the well known
characters, and a most enjoyable
evening's entertainment is promised
te all lovers of the good and best
am IIseinen t s
Payments During Four Weeks.
The Old Mutual Life of New York
paid during the four weeks of Feb-
ruary, 1906, $2.000,000 in round num-
bers. in death claims and matured en-
dowments to policy holders. No
other company can show a record ap-
proaching this. In the two essential
points of strength, assets and surplus
over all liabilities, the Mutual Life
stands first. Don't experiment with
anything new or cbeap but see,
J. M. QUINN, Dist Mgr.
104 FraternityilBuilding.
Claim Notice.
McCracken Circuit Court, E. 0.
Thomas, administrator, etc., Puff.,
agt. Equity, vs. Anthony Payne,
etc., delta.
Ordered that this action be re-
ferred to Cec4 Reed, master com-
missioner, of this court to take
ptoof of assets and liabilities of the
estate of Jinnie Payne, deceased,
and all persons having claims
against said estate are required to
properly verify and file the same,
before said commissioner, on or be-
fore the 5th day of May, i906 or
they will he forever barred from as-
serting any claim against the assets
in the hands of the administrator,
unadministercd; and all persons are
hereby enjoinel and restrained from
'collecting their claims against said
estate except through this suit.
Ordered that this order be published
--Patine% te Daily  --Registar—
required by law:
This April etre tgo6.
A cop attect:
J. A. MILLER, clerk.
By R. B. Hay, D. C.
Now Let Everybody Whittle.
We have given away hundreds of
knives in our subscription depart-
ment, during the past few days, and
gravel work ran over beside the ways have some left. If your -subscription
w here ordinarily sidewalki go. The ihas expired renew while this offer s
ten -and if you are not getting the pa-
per subscribe at once and get the fine
two bladed knife free.—Princeton
Leader.
Seem to be Satisfied.
Hopkinsville people, while realiz-
ing the fact that this city possibly
lacks some of the conveniences and
the Garden Spot of the World. for
here we have never had a San Fran-
date, earthquake, a Chicago fire, a
Galveston flood, a Vesuvius eruption,
a Kansas cyclone, a Texas snow
storm, thirty degrees below zero
Sued for Balance, weather, a Japanese famine, the ha-
In the circuit court yesterday, bonic plague, an insurance investiga-
William Clemons filed suit against tion, the yellow fever, or any of the
R. T. Gordon for $350 balance, claim- thousand and one mishaps which oc-
ed due plaintiff from defendant. cur in ether section.—Hopkinsville
lemons says that on November it, New Era
sows, he sold to Gordon a grocery
for $425, of which sale price $75 was Preliminary Survey Completed,
paid cash down and the balance on The preliminary survey of the rail- J. A. MILLER, Clerk,




litodels for Artists Are in litany
Gases Quite Plain or
Feature.
"One of the most preposterous ideas
in existence is that regarding the pay
of models and their physical attrac-
tiveness," Mr. Robert Bringleurst says.
"In this country a majority of the
models are employed in art schools
or by instructors of classes in paint-
ing, drawing or modeling, and for
purposes of instruction any figure is
good enough.
"A budding artist can learn to draw
and paint, study anatomy and propor-
tion, just as well from a homely
model as from one that is surpassing-
ly beautful. Thece is noineeel of
the latter at all. If one prirsents her-
self, all well and good, but as the
schools and instructars are entirely
independent in their nee -'.s she mii-•
be content with the same pay that
rules for all In this class, which is
generally not more than a dollar for
a three-hour posing seance. As the
work is, after all, only unskilled labor,
it Is an exceptionally good rate of pay
at that. What obtains here also ob-
tains for more than half the model
work abroad, yet the steerage Demon
always conjures up a dream of lovell-
noes when an artist's na•del is men-
tioned and associates the work with
remuneration of a dollar or mere an
hour.
"Of course, where an artist requires
a partichlar kind cf model, it. matter
what the especial requirement may be,
the law of supply and demand steps
In and regulates pay, for one thing, in
accordance with Its Inexorable man-
dates. If the supply of that sort of
model is short the price runs high.
I have heard of models who received
several dollars an hour. But-there are
too —.cry -st.i.sfee*-‘-y individuals will-
ing to pose for whatever they can get
to make such a condition any other
than most exceptional"
BUCKEYE INCASED IN GOLD
New Orleans Nan Values Very Highly
Zia "Lucky" Horse
Chestnut
"I wouldn't sell that thing for $1,000
if I lost it I'd hunt for it like the
knights of King Arthur hunted the
Holy Grail. That thing exorcised a
hoodoo that hung about me for five
years. That thing stays with me till
I die."
All this, with great eonviction, says
the Kansas City Star. about a little
buckeye incased in a small gold cage
that hung on the watch fob of Herbert
Herring, a New Orleans man.
"Up to Septembrr 7, 1900. I had
been the victim of bad luc. of one
sort and another," te said. "That day
I was going to Galveston. It was Fri
day. I recollect that the train was
delayed half a dozen times before it
reached the city, end I was fuming
We got there at last and just as I
was leaving my car 1 saw this buck.
eye lying on the opposite seat.
picked it up and put it in my pocket
had Intended going! to the Black
hotel that ntght, but after picking up
that buckeye I suddenly changed my
mind. A good mrny guests at the
Black hotel perished in the fl. t next
night.
"hater on at New Orleans I was out
fishing in a catboat with three other
men A squall struck us. The others.
who could swim. were drowned. I
can't swim a stroke but I bad my
buckeye and I was !saved After that
I had the th:ng fixed in this gold case.
And that's why I treasure It."
Furopo's Jewelry Center.
Pforzheim is a city of about 6r),001
populaticn and is devoted almost ex-
clusively to the manufacture of psvd-
ry, there being about 500 factories
where jewelry Is made. It is the Jew-
elry center of Eur,-)pe. The various
manutacturers are very energetic and
are careful to study the wants of their
customers and endeavor to please tharn
regarding designs, price* and terms of
sale. From preseet mdications ti's
shipment of jewelry to the Philippine's
will amount to about $100.000 for the
fiscal year. With the American manu-
facturer's advantage in distance and
machinery—as much of the Pforzhe,m
jewelry is me-Jr by hand---it appea:s
that we rhobld rapture more of the
trade of the Island.s.
Incluenee of Irving.
To Irving more than any other cat:n
Ii due the change that has taken pia('
In London in recent years In the saela.
oositicn of actors—a change which hcs
eome e:tliin my own melnery, writer
11.,S. Nadal. in Serihncr'e. When I
first went to London in 1S7e V1.7 e
to, actors In see;,ety NV'e -ei I came baCt
in 1S77 there were a good many o
them to be se-in abeut. wo."
growing up a .'oetety wh!,11 %Is corn
posed of succeeliful artists. :he new
rich people. aed the protisesiona;
classes, with a sprial:Png cr such of
the older society as had a fancy for
art and the theater. In that societ-,
the asdors had not only a good, but a
distingoished place.
Claim Notice.
McCracken Circuit Court, F. G
Rudolph, administrator of Ida Ethel
fleseig, deceased, plaintiff, vs. petit-
ion in equity, H. T. Hessig, etc., de-
fendant.
Ordered that this action be referr-
ed to Cecil Reed, master commission-
er of this court to take proof of as-
sets and liabilities of the estate of
Ida Ethel Hessig, deceased, and all
persons having claims against said'
ektate are required to properly verify
and file same, before said commis-
sioner, on or before the 5th day of
May, 1906, or they will be forever
barred from asserting any claim
against the assets in the hand* of the
administrator,' unadministered; and
all persons are hereby enjoined and
restrained from collecting their
claims against said entate except
through this suit. Ordered that this
order be published in The Paducah
Daily Register as required by law.
Given under my hand, as clerk of




In Spain drug stores are permitted
to sell drugs all day on Sunday, but
to deal in perfumery on that day is
unlawful. Candy cannot lawfu:ty be
sold later than 11 o'clock In the fore-
noon unless no clerks o assistants are
employed. Proprieters may keep open
all day if they do. the work themselves
Russia Then and Now.
Times have not changed much In a
century. In 1801 it Was Raid that Al-
exander I. rode in a procession througe
the streets of St. Petersburg preceded
by the 'Lemming ol his grandfather,
followed by those of hi, father an4
surrounded by Malaya.
III
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L. T . 2, 0 1_3 -7
General Insurance Agency
Office -3O6 Broadway -,z20Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
Subscribe For The Register
A Good Bicycle
is equivilent to a horse ready saddled and bridled at your door,
spirits as high as your own, and and sensetively responsive to
sure of foot and touch of hand.
with
pres-
The "Tribune," "Rambler," "Monarch"
and "Imperial" Bicycles
are still in the lead. The Peer of ti:e cycle builders art. Easy run-
ni.,g and speedy.
If in. the market for a wheel it will pay you to see our line. We
can save you mcney. Bicycles $15,00 up.
Cheapest stock of tires bells pu:nps saddles, etc., in the city. See
the great King Bee tire. Thick wearing sarfoel, for hea
vv riders.
Repair department in charge of expert cycle' machinists.
"Old wheels taken in exchange." EASY PAYMENTS.
THE OLD RELIABLE,
WILLIAMS BICYCLE COMPANY
126 and 128 North Fifth Street. Next to Kentucky Theatre.








PADUCAH REAL- EST-"' WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM EASt
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FORvir.
tr.DG e W. WSITTEMOK,C.. aft•
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.













At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
JOHN WlLHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second class mail matter.
One Year $5.00
Six Month&  2.60
Three Months  1.35
One Week   .in
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
-phone Cumberland 318.
Tuesday, April 24, 1906.
.81.111111111ammosotaft-ks#44.66...
Louisville's Lighting Proposition.
The Louisville Cour'er-Journal has
stirred up another hornets nest over
the rumors afloat in that city which
are to the effect that the general
council has been tampered with in
tile matter of refusing to grant an-
ther electr;c lighting franchise.
What that paper has to say on that
subject is reproduced in this issue
of The Register.
There is something very peculiar
about the action of the Louisville
general council in regard to the
lighting proposition. The Louisville
Electric Lighting company made
certain promises contingent upon
the general council not granting any
ether lighting franchises, and the
general council has giver
hrst passage to the acceptance of
same. This action creates a monop-
oly and is in direct violation of the
constitution of the state of Ken-
tucky, for it creates a monopl-;
which the constitution expressly
prohibits. When a representative
body shows an eagerness to violate
the constitution made by the people
that body is doing so, not for the
benefit of the people, but for the
benefit of themselves and the corpor-
ation that seeks the monopoly.
The grafter has no politics. He
calls himself sometimes a Democrat,
sometimes a Republican, and some-
times an Independent. He sticks
upon his coat the label that seems
to suit his interests best and goes
out after "the stuff."—Louisville
Courier-Journal.
We agree with the Courier-Jour-
nal in its diagram of The Grafter.
Yet many of that gentry expect his
"politics" to shield him when he en-
gages in the nefarious and con-
temptible practice of lining his
rockets in violation of the law.
The park project seems to be as-
suming shape. The ladies have
taken the matter in hand and at the
proper time will appear before the
proper authorities with the petition
asking that the property at Ninth
and Broadway be purchased for four
blocks back, and converted into
park.
The property owners in San Fran-
cii.co with the characteristic grit of
the people of thi• West, are rim',
vianning to build a greater and bet-




We trust the general council will
not shut out all competition in
light.ng. The proposition of the
Lighting company seems to have
been misunderstood. It now de-
mands "protection from competi •
tion." It states that a reduction in
price and better service was. in
' tended to secure monopoly.
So interpreted, it ought to be re-
jected. We know what ...monopoly
results in. It may be—though we
sloubt it—necessary in certain mat-
ters, but it is not necessary in elec-
tric lighting. It can only come by
action or inaction from the city ad-
ministration, and the public will fijul
some way to 1x the responsibility
for the city shutting the door on
competition in lighting.
The lighting 'Company is working
for its own advantage; that is
natural, and it is legal. But the city
authorities represent the consumer
of light and power. Tn two war
they may be protected. One is by
competition. Another is by a imini -
cipal plant.
Competition has been offered by
the -Atherton ordinance' If it was
tot satisfactory it should have been
amended. The board of Aldermen
rejected it, and now it is proposed
to shut out the individual plants. 1t
will not do.
This we say with the utmost em-
phasis. The interest of the private
citizen must have the first consider-
ation from even a mere de facto city
administration.
To Much Laudation.
Everyone is willing to admit that
the magnificent, speedy and proper
relief work of Wm. R. Hearst saved
untold suffering and perhaps many
lives, BUT (very loudly please)
this is not a moment for newspaper
advertising, nor an hour for boost-
ing a politician. If Mr. Hearst pos-
sesses any Mate- modesty, he should
burn wires a few moments with
messages to his all too loyal un-
derlings who manage his vast news-
paper interests. Let him remind
them of a beautiful, forceful and
very applicable Biblical expression
"Charity vaunteth not itself: is not
puffed up." Let Mr. Hearst give out
of the goodness of heart and large-
ness of his purse until he strains
his credit if he pleases—It all will
prove a God send, but for Heaven's
srke, let his papers quit spelling the
three words, "William Randolph
Hearst" so frequently.
Send the Beggar Back.
The Louisville Post says of him
"Gorky, pronounced Gawky, tele-
graphs back to Paris that America
is exactly as discribed by Dickens
sixty years ago.
Well really it has changed in this;
it cares little what Dickens said or
Gorky says about it."
!But Mr. Post of Louisville, Dick-
ens was a gentleman and this dish-
faced person from Russia is quit.:
different dontcherknow?
Today (Tuesday) you can






EXECUTORS TO GIVE BOND
(Continued from Page One.)
by W. R. Hocker to G. W. Young
for $250, and the deed filed yesterday
with the county clerk.
THE LOUISVILLE ELECTRIC
LIGHTING PROPOSITION
THE COURIER-JOURNAL EDITORIALLY DEMANDS THAT A
COMPLETE INVESTIGATION BE MADE OF THE RUMORS
REFLECTING ON THE GENERAL COUNCIL: AND SAYS
"IF CORPORATION MAGNATES ARE CAUGHT TRYING TO
CORRUPT THE SERVICE, THEY SliOUI.D BE PURSUED
AND SENT TO STATE PRISON."
The last three or four weeks there
has been a contest between the old
Gas company, called now the Louis-
ville Lighting company, and the
,Atherton-Jones Lighting ,.company,
a private company. ,'Plenty of
money is understood to have been
be hind each of these companies.
But, why should this make any
difference to the general council.
Cr the mayor, or the mayor's
boards? What has money to do
with the decision? Nothing what-
ever; and yet we are hearing upon
the streets and in the clubs all sorts
of, talk about bribery and corruption,
all sorts of talk about the interests
cf the city being sold out to
monopoly. Whether this talk be
true or false, it brings to the new
administration at once and at the
earliest moment the question of
compelling such a public exhibit as
vi ill leave no doubt in the public
mind, so that whatever is finally
done will have no taint upon it.
It is openly charged that the
Louisville Lighting company has
bought up members enough of the
general council to defeat the Ather-
ton-Jones company. Neither the
mayor nor the general council can
afford to allow a final vote without
a thorough investigation of this. Is
it true, or false?
ministration many future assaults.
The city should grant a monopoly
to no individual, or corporation.
Where a single individual, or com-
pany, can .only do a certain public
work, it should be hired to do it
It should be kept a servant, not
made a master. In every case, thr
books should be spread wide open.
absolute publicity the rule. If there
are rogues in the public service, the
mayor needs to know—the public
wants to know them—and they
should be smoked out. The giving
Is as bad as the receiving of bribes.
and, if corporation magnates are
caught trying to corrupt the serv-
ice, they should be pursued and sent
to state prison, no matter who they
are.
This is the mayor's chance. Let
him not fail to take It. The Cour-
ier-Journal knows nothing except
what is common talk. But that
common talk is hurtful and shame-
ful to the city. In conformity to
cur promise to keep watch and
guard over the occupants of the
city hall and the integrity of the
public service, we urge upon all
good citizens as well as all good
Democrats to make their influence
felt to the end not merely that there
shall be no grafting, but no scandal,
without a prompt and unsparing
shake-down to all concerned.
It is charged that the Atherton-
Jones company - kas come re...an un- Special Sale.
derstanding with the Lighting corn- On Tuesday we will sell all car-
pany, not being willing to put up with nations at 35c per dozen,
the latter company dollar for dollar C I.. BRUNSON & CO,
for the corruption of the authoritie-z
and the purchase of its right to co- 
423 Broadway.
ordinate existence. This, too, should Fine photon at unheard of prices.
be investigated through and Riley & Cook.
through. If it is false the lie should
be exploded and the parties in in- 
PREACHERS GATHER.
terest be vindicated. Meeting Be Held This Morning At
Frank Boyd transferred to Mary Other parties, however, ana an-
Frank Chesterfield . for $40 property other proposition, are to be Con- 
Broadway Methodist Church.
at Fifth and Elizabeth streets. sidered. Many of the larges office
Mary Frank Chesterfield bought buildings in Louisville have their 
This morning at co:31) o'clock ill •
ministers of the city will all meetfrom Walter Williams for $35 own electric light plants, and hay- Broad-property up on the South Side. ing surplus power, furnish electric- 
in the stewards' room at the 
way Methodist church for purposeW. Armour Gardner transferred to ity, both for power and light, to
stores agid offices in the immediato 
of taking up a matter of general in-A. L. and Anne M. Redman for 1525
property on the South side of Ken-
neighborhood, in some instances 
terest. and decide what course to
tuck)' avenue. 'between Tenth and
crossing the streets and alleys with 
pursue.
their wires. With these buildings 
It is desired that all the divinesEleventh streets.
Alonzo Meredith boguht from R.
on the lighting business is purely and 
of the city meet with the body,
H. McGuire for $85o property whether they have enarges here or
Harrison, betvvegn .i ixteenth and simply a side-line, and the plants vot. The proposition before them
Seventeenth streets. ere not operated to make money. In •is that of urging the city to buy and
Mary Porteous sold 'Maggie Porte-
ous for $1 and other considerations
property on West Trimble street.
Land on the Paducah and Colliers'-
ville road has been sold to J. W.
Starr by William A. Wurth for $475.
Mattie A. Dale sold to M. P. Fer-
guson for $t,000 property lying on
Massac creek, in the county.
" I- N. G. Sears sold property on
Midge street for $600 to H. Weil
& Sons.
For St.soo. land in the Symeonia
neighborhood was bought by Mary
Frank Chesterfield froth Brogan &
Kelly.
R T. Jones sold to Mary Frank
Chesterfield fog $500 property in Lit-
tle's addition.
C. C. Thompson sold to Courtney
Holt for $750 land out in the coun-
ty. -
Licensed to Marry.
Claude Branton,' aged 22, and Ofa
Mitchell, aged IS, of this city, were
given a license by the clerk to
ry.
some instances the lights are furn-
ished only to the stores contained in 
convert into a
tory bounded
the same building. 
, 
Until these office buildings began 
!Broadway and
competition in the lighting business.
the Louisville Lighting company
had a monopoly in the down-toyen
district and in other parts of the
city and could charge any price it
pleased. When the big office build-
ings, with their own electric light-
ing plants. began going up in the
business district, and they offered to
sell light at a cheaper figure than
that made by the Lighting company
the Lighting company was forced
to make a reduction. This reduction
was considerable and in time the
prices went down gradually until
the stores and flats in the business
district could get their electric lights
for a figure less than one-half that
paid by consumers in' other parts of
the city.
This competition in the best por-mar-
non of the city was fought by the
Lighting company, and in some in-
stances the price was put lowColored People.
that the, smaller companies owningThe colored epople securing mar-
office buildings could not net ;triagc licenses were William Harris, ,
aged 24, and Annie Pointer, aged 21; and the consumers profited to that
Hurl Rutledge, aged  21, and Pearl extent. getting electricity cheaper
Straw, aged 23; Arthur Rouridic, aTied
221, and Lucy Turner, aged 17, of
this city. • i I
fl gas.
The Old Gas company, now • the
Louisville Lighting company, is a
r•eli and powerful organization, The feature
ONLY ONE OF KIND. which offered fair rates only when Attractions of
Th.e St. Louisit was forced to.. Now it seeks an
LYGurg Bookkeeper Flew Into Work absolute monopoly. In no event 
Exposition.
Like San Francisco Earthquake. should this be granted it. Every "THE
member of every hoard who seury p-




traction—perhaps not always just—
but quite certain to stick.
Thus it is up. to Mayor Barth to
take the bull right by the horns, and
right away. On his head the ulti-
mate rights and wrongs, whatever
they be, will chiefly fall. An ounce
of prevention in a matter of this
kind is worth a pound of cure. If
a corporation like the lighting com-
pany can go on and with impunity St. Elmo 
buy its way, it will be but the en- The Vlrginian
proaches and acquisitions, so , that The Cost 




' There is no death! what seems so
is transition;
This life of mortal breath
Js but a suburb of the life Elysian,
Whose portal we calf death."
On Sunday, April t5th, 1906, the
immortal soul of our esteemed
brother, Charles Holliday, took it's
flight from it's tenement of clay, and
we believe was transpdrted to the
Paradise of God.
Thus ended the earthly' career of
cne of God's noblest characters. He
was a mason in all that the name
implies, 4t gentleman in whom there
was no guile, a loving and tender
hasband and father, an honorable
arid upright citizen who every ac •
quaintance delighted to honor.
As secretary of Paducah lodge for
a long term of years, he was an un-
tiring, faithful and conscientious
worker. His records were always
full and correct. His efforts in the
lodge, as elsewhere, were ever
marked by ardor, enthusiasm and
self sacrifice.
His friendships were strong and
enduring and no man in Paducah
had more or truer friends.
Next to his Maker, he cherished
and adored the members of his
household, with an affection that
was warm hearted and enduring as
ever throbbed within a human
breast.
Is it vain to hope that the rude
separation caused by his dissolution
is but apparent, and sot real? May
not his kind and gentle spirit still
hover unseen around the dear ones
he loved so well?
To the loving wife who had been
to him a helpmeet indeed: who for
many years had traversed with him
life's troubled sea, through sunshine
and shadow, whose joy has been his
joy, and whose sorrow was his sor-
row, we humbly beg leave to tender
our most sincere sympathies, and
we earnestly beseech Him, "who
tempers the mind to the shorn
lamb" to look down upon her in
mercy and give her strength to bear
this great affliction.
Brother masons, the exemplary
life led by our departed brothe-
should always be an example for us
Let us- cherish his virtues, ' follow
them, ever remembering.
' We live in deeds, not in years in
thoughts, not in breaths;
In feelings, not in figures on a diail
We should count time by heat:
throbs.
He most lives
Who thinks most, feels the noblest.
acts the best.
Life's but a means to an end—that
end
















A well known_ young bookkeeper
for a South Second street wholesale
firm yesterday morning came rush-
itig in the office at 7 o'clock, thre'or
open his safe with a vigor never be-
fore known, grabbed out his books,
threw them down on the desk, and
commenced work with a broad smile
and great energy. The "boss"
peered tip at the bookkeeper, fear-
ing he would break down the desk
with the ledger and other books.
The bookkeeper saw the look wa;
one of questioning, and swelling up
several feet remarked, "Well I havr.
a big girl out at my house" in a
tone that indicated he thought this
was the only time a girl of this kind
ever arrived in America. The
"boss" looked over at him a little
sadly, and remarked that the other
need not be wasting his energy
th
Cosmopolitan Shows, Wild West
Excursion Rates on all Transportation Lines.
—Mar
GREAT BOOKS AT LITTLE PRICES
 50c Castle Craneycrow.-.... Soc
 sac The Quest of Happiness, Hil-
tering wedge to other corrupt an- Man On the BOX .11 50C liS 50C
50c Kindred of the Wild, Rob-
in the end Mayor tRarth, and his H .5eic efts,
ere King 50C...  oc
Sec
administration, will have to face an 
i Grealumsett of INlavarre ark  .
jf TiN
irrestible storm of oblo9uy and per.! 
 soc 
haps Tumorous exposure. Betl.er1
meet the questaon now. I The 
above and a hundred other sopyright novels heretofore sold
sith overwork at the books, as The mayor has a great and a fink at all times all the late copyright novels and we sell them at cut
some vigor a'nd strength would be ly opportunity to show his fem.:- 1 Priimes•
needed shortly to walk the floor of citizens the stuff he is made of, and












Back of every Policy of t
THE MUTUAL LIFE
of New York stands :t
Tim First American Life tn-







t Than any other Compay in the
44444.444444+44-•
TIME RIES
BE WISE AND GL'T A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES-
ENT ONES PUT IN FIRST-
CLASS ORDER WE DO THE
FINEST KINDS OF REPAIR
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF
CLOCKS AND WATCHES,
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
MODERATE. WE CARRY A












Copy for our next directory will go
to press Monday April 16th. Notices
of changes or additions must be re-
ceived before this date.
_ This directory will contain the
names and addresses of more than
3,000 subscribers. You are commer-
cially lost If your name is not listed.
Call 300, contract department.
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE.
COMPANY.
Like other commodities, telephone'
service should be paid according to
its value. . .
We have in the city about 2,a6o#
subscribers .or five times as many as
the Independent Co., outside the ciTy
and witniti the county we have iSs
times as many subscribers as the In-
dependent Co. Yet we will place a
telephone in your residence at the
same rate the Independent Co. is
aupposed to charge and provide in
addition, long distance facilities
which will enable you to reach fifty
million people from your home. Call'















, company, ,which they represent
here.
.I An ordinance was ordered, to
ccnapel apartment houses to put up
fire escapes, no matter if tell families
dc, not reside therein.
The police commissioners were
asked to enforci the ordinance pro-
(Continued From First Page.) hibiting people from sweeping store
trash out onto the public sidewalks
Clark, Ninth from •Qterk. to Broad- and streets. .
way, Fifth from Madison to Triinble, City Treasurer John J. Dorian was
Trimble from Fifth .1". itex#1, Tenth instructed to collect the '`:ten per
from Trimble to Burnett, and Burnett cent. penalty from all parties who
from Tenth to Twelfth.. have not paid their city licenses.
Initial adoption was then given thePr City Clerk Henry Bailey was al-
bill authorizing the car company to lowed $75 to pay Mr. Henry Enders
take up the tracks now down on the for the latter helping the clerk
following thoroughfares: J ac.itun utilise out the bills showing how
from Sxtji to Ninth, Sixth frott• roncli - every • Paducah property.
Madison to Trimble, Ninth 'from Ten- 1 .(Amer owed the city for taxes.
uessee to Jackson, Trimble from The board of works requested to
Tenth to Twelfth, Clark from Eighth pot in good condition the North
mto Ninth, Madison from ,Fifth to Eighth street gutters near Boyd,Sixth, and Twelfth from Trimbl: ta
where much water accumulates.Burnett.
1 The matter of getting up a system
Final passage was given th: ordi-
ranee directing that herell an
fuel, forage and groceries Daus; t by
the city should be purchased from
the lowest bidder.
An ordinance was adopted for the
0 first time; giving the 'following of-
ficials police power: City market-
master, license inspector, meat in-
spector, wharfmaster, cemetery sex-
ton, sanitary inspec:or, street in-
spector, health officers, 4n4 city elec-
trician.
It was ordered thorax city return
to the East Tennesse.e Telephone
' company the $3,000 tbeJmunicipality
11; collected several years ago, wile the
understanding that a certain kind of
franchise was to be sold by the city
to the old telephone cumbany. This
franchise was to be sold by the city
to the telephone coingiany. This
franchise was never 'Avid the coot-
pany, therefore return of the money.
Barney Padgett was granted a
6 saloon license to open at 938 Boyd
street, while Griffin & Wilson were
• granted a license for 125 Broad-
s way. Sam White wanted his licens-!
transferred from Ninth and Boyd to
• Twelfth and Trimble, for carnival
week, but this will rejected, as peo-
ple do not want a saloon around
Twelfth and Trimble. At this junc-
ture the aldermen voted that no
beer or liquor should be sold on the
cornival grounds during next week
unless a license was first gotten
from the city, wherefore as the two
boards do not meet in regular •ses-
sion until after the carnival is over,
this means no strong beverages go
in the German Village. The alder-
man ratified awardment of contracts
for improving the city hall interior.
Perry getting the painting, Kelly dr
Unibaugh the papering, Foreman
Bros. the electrical wiring. and Chris
Miltr the metal ceiling. The total
will cost le,s15.5o.
The cemetery committee was or-
dered to investigate the complaint of
Mr. Augustus that he held a deed
to an Oak Grove burying lot, while
the city had by mistake sold the
plot to another party. The commit-
tee was also directed to buy the
sexton P r new record book and also
a:range a list of charges the sexton
can make for removing a body
from one grave to another.
The board ratified the sale of an
Oak Grove lot by Mrs. Marianna
Patterson to W. H . Patterson.
. There was confirmed the employ-
ment of lion. E. H. Puryear. the at-
torney, at $750, to revise the city
ordinance and get the7 published in
bookform.
There was also confirmed the em-
ployment of J. W. Alvord of Chi-
cago. to draw the plan and specifica-
tions for Sanitary and storm sewers
to be pgt down by the city.. The
plans wM be a comhination set.
Alvord to get about Peens for the
entire work. While this question
was being discussed President Ed P.
Noble of the board of evcrrks made
a strong talk to 'the rilderinen. urg-
ing that there be submitted to the
people the question to voting $a0,-
ono bonds, the money to be used in
thoroughly seweraging the city,
from both the sanitary and storm
water standpoint.  The aldermen
coincided views, and The
matter will be actively taken up
-later.
• Joe Shemwell and W. T. Dennis
coniplained to the board that they
wanted returned them their $25 they
paid for a city huckster's license.
They contend others in the same
0 business are not paying, therefore
their money should be returned
them. The license committee was
instructed to look into the com-
plaint. .
There was lodged a document
showing that Eli and Frank Boone
had been given power of attorney
by the Title Guaranty and Trust
it -get rid of the garbage around
town, was referred to the sanitary
committee and board of health.
There was released the bond Pat-
tirsent and Porteous gave to main-
tLin for five years the paved street
they built on Broadway from First
to Fifth street. The five' years is
tip now, and the city has to here-
after make all repatrs netessary to
the thoroughfare.
The attention to the board of
works was called to the fact that the
hick streets needed repair on South
Fifth near Broadway, and in front
Fourth. 
Northof the engine house on
James Bulger's complaint that his
property had been over-assessed.
was referred to the board of super-
visors who do not meet until next
January
The question of creating a street
sprinkling district and taxing tine
abutting property to pay the cost of
sprinkling, was referred to the
board of works and ordinance com-
mittee.
Alderman Miller moved that the
city employ one scavariger man and
wagon for each of the six city
wards, this scavenger to go around
and clean up dirty premises and haul
away tile refuse. This project lost,
only he and Hubbard supporting it.
Member Miller offered a motion
providing that sidewalks be laid on
every street where none now exist,
al the territory bounded by Fourth
and Tenth streets, Broadway and
Jones, Third and Fourteenth streets,
Fruadway and Trimble. An ordin-
ance to this effect was ordered CHARLES SMILEY. COLORED.
brought in. Under the act of the ACCUSED OF SELLING
mast state legislature, city officials • WHISKEY.
can order pavements anywhere they
desire, without petitions from the
abutting property owners, and this Shep Landers, Colored, Charged
coining bill is the first municipal With Getting in Deep While
s:ep under this new state law. Doing Some Swearing.
Mr. Miller offered a motion, per-
mitting employment of two plain
clothes on the police force in addi-
tion to those men now employed,
lint the motion wa• defeated.
The council confirmed the tempor-
ary appointment of C. 0. Fvertz, to
be cit,.,. electrician and city build-
ing in Spector.
On motion the board adjourned.
KEEP OFF
THE GRASS
THIS IS WHAT SAYS THE
SIGNS AT THE COURT-
HOUSE YARD;
Six Walks Will Lead Up to Court-
house, While Another Pavement
Encircles Building.
Yesterday there were put up signs
ar.the four, corners of the court-
house yard notifying the public that
if they walked upon the grass, they
would most undoubtedly be fined,
as the authorities intend to keep the
lawn pretty and clean, and will not
permit trampling, or passage
through the yards except on the
walks.
The judge is now preparing to call
for bids from contractors for the
concrete sidewalks that are to be
put on the yards. This improved
pavement' will run clear around the
building, right beside tke outside
wall and underneath windows of the
offices. The same kind of pavement
will then be run from courthouse
doors out to South Seventh street
on the West, and Smith Sixth on the
East. One walk then leads off from
the Sixth street entrance, and goes
through the yard to the corner of
Sixth and Washington, while an-
other goes through the lawn to
Sixth and Clark. Over on the other
side of the building a pavement will
be run from main entrance to the
corner at Seventh and Washington,
sod one to Seventh and Clark
street. The public can then use
them in making short cuts through
the square.
There will also be placed stone
coping around the edge of the yard
for the four blocks surrounding the
building. It will take several hun-
dred dollars to do this work, but
once finished, it is permanent, and








Board of Works Decided to See if
the Majority of the Property
Owners Want It
There.
Yesterday afternoon the eiiard of
public works held a short called ses-
sion for the purpose of hearing the
application of the street railway peo-
ple, asking ̀ for Permission to put a
switch down on Broadway between
Sixteenth street and Fountain ave-
nueTiVelifteir being what would be
Seventeenth street, if numbered.
After talking over the matter, the
board of works decided to defer ac-
tion until the company could get the
signature of the majority of property
owners oil' both sides of that block,
signifying their willingness for the
switch to go down.
SMALIo FIRE.
Yesterday', afternoon a small lire
started amongst some trash in the
engine room of the basket factory
in Mechanicsburg, but the fire de-
partment responded. and soon had the
fire out, which amounted to practical-
ly nothing.
Charles Smiley, colored, was war-
ranted yesterday by the police on
the charge of selling _liquor without
a city license. Smiley some months
ago ran the saloon on Kentucky
avenue betweep First and Second
streets where his bartender Clar-
ence Poikers killed George Miller,
the negro cook. The council took
his license away, but it is claimed
he has since then been selling
vi hiskey without a grant.
False Swearing Charged.
Sbep Landers, colored, was war-
ranted yesterday by Judge Sanders
on the charge of swearing falsely in
the police tburt. Landers was be-
fore the court. 'oa the charge of
carsing Mattie Losee. He swore he
did not abuse her, bi 5 it was proven
lie did. and the judgle • assessed
fine of $20, and then immediately
issued another warrant, which ac
cuses him of swearing falsely.
Short Docket.
Judge Sanders had only two war-
rants betore him in the police court
yesterda, morning, one charging
Sheet Landers  with rtis
duct and one accusing William Scott
of a breach of the peace. Landers
was fined $20 and costs while Scott




Let taa take them down for you
and store them in our warehouse,
dry and clean, and put them up
again in the fall when you are 'ready
for them. We do this at a very
s.nall cost, and is a great saving to
you. For further particulars call at




Best Two in Three.
Sunday afternoon was rather
chilly for Paducah people but far
more so for the people from Evans-
ville under Mr. Ryans management.
Over two thousand fans were at
Wallace Park and were delightedI 
with the little "divarshin." Both
teams had their batting pyjamas on
and the ball was knocked silly. Oh
yes it was a good practice game. It
kept every body on the field busy
exercising their muscles and every-
bondy in the Grand stand and on the
bleachers busy exercising their vocal
chords. The teams only earned one
run each. But the tally was Paducah
g Evansville 8.
Riley & Cook's 'Cheat Offer.
We will for a short time make you
one dozen Platinum pictures mount-
'd in nice folder, for $5 This is the
best offer ever made by any studio in
this city. All other photos at re-
duced prices. Call at our studio and
see what we have to offer before




Good Game Won By Vincennes.
It was a pleasant surpri•e indeed
to the local baseball fans when the
local Kitty League team • met and
defeated the Terre Haute Central
League team by a score of 2 10 1.
It was the first game of the season
with two professional teams in the
field and an unusually good Satur-
cay crowd was present to cheer the
local team on to victory. Hoose's
band was engaged for the occasion
and furnished some decidedly enter




Mr. R. T. Nelson of Broadway
near Twelfth street is dangerously
PI at hi i -home with stomach trouble
and the doctors are doubtful of hi-.
recovery.
CONTRACTOR'S NOTICE.
The undersigned magistrates will,
on the 28th day of April, let the con-
tract for the painting of the county:
court hous:, including the dome. an
also the county jail and jail fence.
painting to be of two coats of pare
lead oil, and colors tp be selected on
cr. before the work begins, all work
to be done .in a first-class workman-
like manner, a certified check for
twenty-five dollars ($25.00) to accom-
pany each bid, for the faithful per-
formance of the wark, we reser7ing
the right to reject any and all bids,
also reserving the right to reject the
work at any time if not done in ac-
cordance with the understanding of
the undersigned magistrates.
All bids must be in the office of
C. W. Emery by 2 p. m., Saturday.
the 28th day of April, 1906.








It Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which is your time.
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
241 Broadway, New York.
Main and Fourth Sts., Louisville.
AU Kinds Monuments and General Cerne-1 y Work (Use
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHTTF: UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS: does not be-
come dark and discolored
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, goo() TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
• • •••• 211111
224 Broadway
• • • • • • • ******
First-Class
Watch Work













We Make Shoes to Order
309 Broadway, - - Paducob, Ky.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••00,•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Viir.40.0.00.0.04
We are now in a position to furnish any style or kind of vehicle direct from the factory, thus saving you the
middleman's profit, as we are the aown-town agents for the HARDY BUGGIES, made in Paducak, by Paducah
workmen and strictly guaranteed.
Paducah SaddleryTompiny













Not a drink, but a seasonabk Prep-
aration etspeciall) adapted for coughs
ard colds accompanied by fever as is
La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable.




& Jackson Ste. phone .43
& Clay SM., phone 3i.
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.





Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from headaches—severe or
m:1(1, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK











Convictions for This Offense Have
Been Numerous in Ger-
Consul Gereral Guenther, of Frank-
fort, reports that during the year 1903
3,091 persons were convicted in Ger-
many for ad,titeration of articles of
food. In 19o: the convictions were
larger, a deco Ise of six per cent. being
noted for 1903 The largest number ot
convictions oceurred at Berlin, where
an increase frsm 698 in 1902 to 646 in
1903 is shown. For producing and keep-
ing for sale aLl consumption unwhole-
some articles tf food 748 persons were
convicted in against 394 in 1902.
This large inct use is due to the effects
of the !Inspect! m law of June 3, 1900.
In Berlin 59 pet sons were convicted for
violating the provisions of this law,
against 29 In 1 2. For knowingly vio-
lating the rules with reference to ani-
mal epidemics, especially those for the
prohibition of eeports to prevent rind-
erpest, as well as the regulations to
prevent contagh in the transportation
of animals by r id and for the will-
ful use of art e able to spread con-
tagious disci's( , Lefore disinfection,
931 persons were convicted, against 1,-
173 in 1902, showing a decrease of AI
per cent. For knoeingly violating the
regulations for prey nting the spread
of infectious diseases 59 persons were
convicted, against 67 in 1902.
NEW RULES OF ARITHMETIC
Queer Difficulties Encountered
Mathematicians of a Gen-
eration Ago.
by
"arents who undertake to assist
tl tr children in the preparatAon ot
• .ir school lessons encounter flOMS
gi.eer difficulties, says the New York
, Press. Long division, for instance, pre-
gents stumbling blocks that trip up the
wisest minds of a generation ago. Is
that benighted age youthful students of
arithmetic were taught that. In an ex-
ample in long division the divisor wee
placed at the left of the dividend, the
quotient on the ri7ht, while the re-
mainder was written at the end of the
quotient. Old fogies who have dropped
hepelessly behind the times now at-
tempt to introduce those antiquated
methods when tutoring their offspring,
but the young.eters scornfully correct
them
"Oh. that isn't right," they explain
"You must put it down this way."
Then, according to present-day in-
struction, they put the quotient above
the dividend and set She remainder in
the little crook on the right formerly
occupied by the quotient. Before these
eccentricities of modern education the
parent sits amazed and helpless, trying
to prepare himself for the next innova-
tion, which will probably be to make
the figures upside down.
E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building






In connection with the nest poen.
tain service, Zech Hayes has added
a fine line of
Candy
and will continue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for Rues&




Horses of the Present Day Not
Tricked Out as in Former
Times.
Probably not half a dozen horses are
comparisoned to-day as they were 20
years ago, says Country Life in Ameri-
ca. Harness in this country then was
distinctly American in type, as was
the horse at a decade earlier, but if
that harness, whether for gig or car-
riage, were to be seen on the drive or
In the park to-day It would be greeted
with supreme ridicule, although it was
then considered the proper thing
Whatever may have been our opinions
then, we now know what is right. It
was only a matter of education and we
were apt scholars. A score of years
ago the horse show descended upon
us and found us with good native
horses and poor native harness. It
was apparent to all beholders that
something was wrong, and when later
one or two animals were shown in
English herness the "something
wrong" was plain* understood. A
great change was seeded, which was
no sooner recognized than made, and
to-day, with the exception of the dress
of the speedway horse. the English
type of harness is usad everywhere.
MOST COSTLY LEATHER.
That Made from Walrus Hide,







Will bring pleasure to your
home during the long winter
evenings. They are playing
now at our store. Come in








e-lfave initr-latet -a- duster;
Report of Geological Survey on Inves-
tigations of Deposits in This1 1
Country.
WEALTH IN BLACK SANDS. 
!GETTING BACK TO NATURE
French Peasant Who Had His Own
Idea of France's Principal
Danger.
I The geological survey has issued a
supplementary report on its investiga-
tion of the black sand deposits and
promises further information as the
work progresses. It was not under-
stood when the work was start bow
widespread the demand would e for
tests and information nor how valua-
ble the sands would prove. But it has
developed into a work of magnitude
and importance.
Dr. David T. Day of the survey has
had charge of the experimental work
from the start. The survey has so far
examined about one-third of the depos-
its in the United States, and managed
to keep up its work on the Pacific coast
about six weeks longer than the ap-
propriation was expected to run the
party. Since the first report on the
work was made, the investigation has
been principally confined to the exam-
ination of large collections of concen-
trates collected by the survey and con-
tributed by various mining companies.
Several of the by-products of the sands
will doubtless be commercially valua-
ble. Inquiries have been addressed to
several of the consumers of these arti-
cles, and it has been found that there
will be aready market for them.
Monazite from the Pacific beaches
contains various percentages of thoria,
used in the manufacture of incandes-
cent gas mantles. Zircon is also found
exceptionally pure, and is available for
the same purpose. Chromic iron ore
has been experimented with In the
manufacture of refractory furnace lin-
ings in California. No previous use
lutd been found for ilmenite, but on re-
ceipt or samples at certain eastern
manufactories it was found that it was
adaptable to certain electrical purpose&
Its utilization from the black sand de-
pends on favorable freight rates, and
these are being sought. Magenite has
been found, and is manufactured into
satisfactory pencils for arc lights, and
also has been successfully used in steel
ma nufact ure.
It is thought that the next urgent
deficiency bill will contain a provision
for continuing the work.
CANADIANS AND AMERICANS
Difference in Modes of Living and
Doing Business of the Two
Peoples.
Writing of the differences between
Canadians and Americans a corre-
spondent says: "The differences are
mostly of degree; the superb self-con-
fidence of the average American wom-
an, as she walks aoroad, the licensed
obtrusiveness of children, the perpet-
ual degeneracy of conversation into
story-telling—these characteristics are
less marked in Canada than in the
states. In fact, Caneda presents as
yet's, sub-American variety of civiliza-
tion, though in some ways rapidly as-
similating to the states. Physically
the Canadian seems to be • sturdier
stock of heavier build, slower moving
and less nervous than the American.
This is particularly applicable to the
women, whose movements and conver-
sation are quieter, and who are with-
out the hunted look in the ayes which
marks so many Americans.
"It may be that the colder climate
exercises some moderating influence,
but probably the chief explanation of
these differences lies In the fact that
bred, there are few Firge cities, and
even the dwellers in these cities keep
up a more constant contact with coun-
try life. Nowhere in Canadian cities
does one see the profusion of luxury
and waste visible in New York or Chi-
cago; though most persons seem to live
In fair comfort, there ie no class of
millionaires dominating 'society' and
making the form and pace for servile
irattat loll among the less wealthy
classes.
"Hunting and fishing, with their ac-
companiments of camping out, play a
large part in the national life, sport
sot having degenerated into the mere-
moat Canadians are country born and
ly gambling and spectatorial habits.
Altogether the Canadian lives a health-
ful life. Even busy cities like Toronto
and Montreal conduct their business
life more quietly than cities of corre-
spoynding caliber In the United States."
rus leather two inches thick, such
bring worth about $600 a side, bring-
ing, as it doeq, $2.60 a pound.
"It takes four or five years to tan a
walrus hide of that thickness. If the
hide is not thorqughly and perfectly
tanned the raw strip left in the middle
will turn as hard and smooth as iron
"It takes two or three years to tan
Inch thick walrus, and the leather of
that thickness calls for $ 1.2 a ft pound,
three-quarter inch walrus, bringing 7ri
cents a pound by the side.
"Walrus leather is used chiefly for
Marriage Licenses Abridged.
COnsul Conant, of Windsor, reports
ikat the secretary's department of the
province of Ontario Is endeavoring to
prevent the issuing of marriage li-
censes at frontier points in that prov-
ince to persons from the American
side, which is a flourishing business,
particularly at Windeor. The attor-
ney general has recently handed down
an opinion that such licenses should
not be issued. In general the ruling
of the attorney general Is that the li-
censes should not be issued to people
who are not bona fide residents of the
province, and the provincial eecretary's
department will try to enforce this
polishing purposes by manufacturing ruinag. License issuers and mints-
jewelers. It is cut into discs, whIch ters on the frontier will flatulent? Ind-
ere mounted as wheels. Walrus is a for financially, and those at Windsor
durable leather and it is especially to a greater extent than others.
desirable in this use because It pol-
ishes withont scratching." Lief of Actearles, which representedGreatest Yleetiner Dock,
s n onornioni saving Of Interest on cap
By the erd of 1907 the port of Ham-
Analysts. 'bat otherwlee noted have been
• burg will possess the greatest floating ,
"Mlesky, wot is a phIlant'ropist?" dock in the world. It ts now 
under4,atio in elating. He ilar;i•Iallti the est-
"Well, it's like this—if I were to construction at Hamburg, and Is to 
Isfa. 'ory mortality Meer(' largely to
- have an aocommodation capacity 
of 'he t,, rulers abstaining from the nee
yswipe • quarter from ye when • of aouhollc liquor,wasn't lookin', an' den offer to give 35,000 tons. Its length will be 620
ye a dime, If ye'd promise to buy a tee.
toot'brush wit it, I'd be one of. them Electricity in Siberia.
thinge."—Lite. Medical Congress. Almost all the town!! in Siberia are
' having arc lights for isereet me and IA congress of medical men is soon
ilcandeseera lights for houses, and ,The Divisioh. to be held in Paris to devise means for
roe-leiter proportion of the people in, •Edgar—In winter the ice man has putting a stop to the illegal compete
my sympaptby. lion of "r itch doctors," bone setters, "re never seen Gas. which
Oscar—And the mat man your faith healers, and every kind of mode 
Uv ogard as an illuosinant Of a past
nioney.—Town Topics. cal "crack."
The French peasant who, since the
days of the revolution, has turned all
France into a kind of walled garden,
Is still closely in touch with nature,
and in spite of agitators and Politi-
cians, his presence in the suffrage, to
which ho brings the sense and cunning
of the fields, malies for national
health. In proof of this, says Youth's
Companion, is i lfttle scene reproduced
by one of the authors of "Sketches on,
the Old Road Through France to
Florence."
Between Argentan and Alencon the
writer fell to conversing with a peas-
ant who, with immense patience, was
engaged in stirring the earth with
vigor Into harvests. He also professed
himself interested in politica and eco-
nomics, and willingly talked on these
subjects.
"There Is only one thing." the peas-
ant said, at last, "that France has
to fear."
"You mean," said the writer, "this
religious question—the dispute with
church and pope"
"No, I don't mean that."
"Do you think there's any fear of
another German war?"
"I don't knew. I wasn't thinking
ef that."
"I suppose you are not afraid of so
eialismr
"Not at all."
"Well, then, what is the enly thing
France has to fear?"
"Hall," said the peasant, and went
on digging.
A SPANIARD'S INVENTION.
Ingenious Apparatus for the Control
of Distant Electric
Power.
Televise Is the inventten of Don
Bernardo 'Potreo Queyedo, • distin-
guished Spanish engineer, who has
been experimenting successfully with
an apparatus for the control or dis-
tant electric power by means of wire-
less telegraphy. He Intends to ap-
ply his invention to vessels and made
his public trials with them The
transmitting station was a wireless
telegraphic apparatus. The boat car-
ried a battery of accumulators, a r114
tor for driving the propeller, another
for the rudder, and two servo motors
for operating the mechanism of the
other motors. The servo motors were
connected directly with the telekina
wherewith they formed a single ap
pa ratus. Hertz waves were received
by the telekino; this controls the servo
motors, which sent currents either to
control the rudder motor or the pro-
peller motor so as to govern both the
steering and the propulsion of the
boat. Taking up Lis position at the
transmitting station, Senor Quevedo
began manipulating the transmitter,
whereupon the boat, containing no
merous press representatives, as if by
magic, slowly Moved forward, gradu-
ally attaining a high speed. ternIng
twisting, tacking, advancing, or re-
ceding just as if It were being guided
by an expert steersman. The boat en-
ecuted all manner of maneuvers with
out a hitch under the sole guidance of
the inventor on shore.
VETERAN POSTMASTERS.
rwo Who Have Served Uncle Sam
in That Capacity for Very
Long Periods.
Another of the many instances
where faithful service has proved 3
barrier against interference for politi-
cal reasoris with the service of a
Massachusetts postmaster is that of
John S. Fay, of Marlboro, who has
been in charge of that office since
April 26. 1865, when he was appointed
by President Johnson at a salary of
$1,100. He had been successively re-
appointed, twice by Grant, once by
Hayes, Arthur, Harrison and McKin-
ley, and came under' Mr. Cleveland's
special care in each of his two terms
Mr. Fay has over two years yet to
serve under the reappointment given
by President Roosevelt February 28,
1903, when the salary was advanced to
$2,500 per year.
Milo T. Winchester is believed •ti
hold the long-service record as post-
master. He is still performing his du-
ties in charge of the office at South
Amrn!a, Duchess county, New York
•L/t1ticr the comma ton'rat v
July 10. 1349. The record was held fat
many years by Roswell Beardsley at
the North Lansing (N. Y.) office. !la
was appointed ,June 28. 1828, and
served until his death, November 3
1902, at the age of 93.
•DO NOT BUT A BICYCLE vf— aw,•.at anor me any 1-,led lerwt, until you have received our ciwnplete Fres Cotsaiso illustrating and describing every kind or high-grade end low gradbicycles, 'old patterns and Latest models, and learn of our itniarkable LONYItlC and woodeetul new offers made possible by selling Irma factorydirect to rider with no middleman's
wg seepO Arriprat witilerd • COW , Pay tha Prsight andallow 10 Days Peso Trial and make other liberal terms which otha-shouse in the wood will do. You will learn everything and gm much %aleabbe information by simply writing us • postal.
We seed • &Map in every town and can offer atm opportnnit5to make mousey toaultable young men who apply at once.




Ws Will doll MAILS, TACKS
Oa GLASSYo w a Sample. WHIT LET
PIIIP for Only or f THE Ala
(CASH Wirti Oases $4.60)
NO MORE TROUBLE FRO Ill PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experieuce in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
TUS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS. Katie* Ohs think rubber tread••A" and gumastar• strips -It"Serious punctures, like intcnte,- -1 knife etas, can sad "Ek" aim rim strip ../11-
be vulcanized like any other tin . eio provost rims eatting. This
Two Nesdrod ThSessed pairs now in =teal use. Ihor tire wth outlast say othersasks—OOPT. ILLAITIC aadSeventy-Iles Thousand pairs sold last Isar. LAST ILLDDIlli.
wifl=allrtagiliritsia ty of rubber, which never becomes posous and which clones-1m small paacturea
• Made is all sires. It is lively sad sissy tiding. very durable and lined I nvvie
without allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from mitialled customers statingthat their tires have only been pumped up once or twice is • whole somacts. They weigh motion thanan ordinary tire, the puncture reting qualities being gymy by several layers off this, speciallyprepared fabric on the tread. That -Holding Back" assmalies essemonly felt what riding os asphaltor soft roads is overcome by the patent "Basket Warerer Weed which prevent@ all sir frog* beingsqueezed out between the tire and the road thuseRilteneag all suction. The ovular price or thewthesis St5o per pair, but for advertising purposes we are making a special f to the ridereif only kilo per pair. All orders shipped someday letter is iv...J-4. We sh.t)2CF.rlrecia apprevaLYou do not pay • cent until you have examined and found them strictly as reinmentod.We will allow a flask dbmstuat of 5 per cent (thereby making the price SCRS per pair) if yea windPULL CASH WITH OIRDILII sad endow this advertisement. We will also seed as. nickelplated braes band pump and :vro aampeos metal pone-tune closers on full paid orders (them metalpuncture closers to be weed in case of istelitional knife ruts or heavy gae=sTires to be retuned.at ODA:psis if for any reason they are not satisfactory as snail
We are icily reliable and money sent to us is as safe as in • bank- Ask year Pillismaster,Dasher, press or Freight Agent or the Warm of this lisper about us.. you weer a pier oetbs. Ores, you will God that they will rids easier run faster, wear better, last longer tag lookfiner than any tire you have ever used or sass at any price. We know that,am will be so writ pleenret
that whoa yes waist • bicycle you up ran order. We want pro la read as • smell trialorder at °met, besot this remaskable treurter. he.
vices charged by 5141r$ repair men. Write for out
DO NOT but write us a postal today. DO NOTE TIMMY ow nourim •,bicycle or a pair of tires from anyone meta you known time an and
somderful offers we are making. It only costs • postal to learn everypheig. Write it 3110W.







for Sick and Injured Only.
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT, OLD PHONE 69g.




Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And HouseholdMoods. Poth 'Phones ii
P. I/ Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Next totilashingOishos
.The most despised drudgery of houseireephog is the care of the
several fires and the Sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro-
duce. Unless, of course, you awn a
Hot, Water or Steam System
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
rooms. Estimates free.
Ed D.Hannan
Both Phones sot. 132 South Faurth S.., 325 Kentucky A 70110114
••••••••••••.—
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Matto 315 Broadway  
sinillin11111.11111111111.11.r.11111111"1111.11.111111.1111M
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WAIA,PA-PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.
IT WILL IN.Y YOU TO SEETHE BARGAINS WE HAVE TOOFFER YOU.,,Liquor and Insurance.
At the anneal meeting of the Ala-
stainers' and General Insurance com-
pany held in Birmingham recently the
!fhalrman announced that the mortal!-
: '7- rate, Womble to the company, on
the lives Insured had again been main.
rained and that in the 21 years of the
company's existence the mortality had
n'.t yet exceeded 60 per Cent. of what
r:Ight bsee been expected from the
ordleary standard table of the Ins*
o w twoWoWili
••
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at ao cents per roll, we will sell for
15c per roll.
..Paper usually sold at toe we will
sell for Sc,
....Paper usually sold at 8c we will
sell at 5c.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of rooting and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
ititIttil3181131=1:112fthUthittIMMU:1313t












• PREVENTED BY HAVING 11.11.
ORET TELEPHONE NUMBERS.
Private and Boeings. 'Phones That
Are Not Listed-Efforts Made
by Outsiders to Discover
Them.
"Yes, they call me Sapphire," cheer-
fully admitted the operator of the tele-
phone switchboard in a large business
house, reports the New York Sun. "It's
• because I'm such an accomplished liar,
you know.
"But, then, that is ene of the things
Fin mild for, so it really isn't my fault
and I don't let it worry me. Perhaps the
,,--Inost frequent lie I have to tell is when
/ I am asked euout a dozen times a day
If the president has a private telephone
call-one not in the regular telephone
directory, you know.
"Of course he has, he'd be in the in-
sane asylum if he hadn't; but he doesn't
want everybody to know IL The tel-
ephone was getting tech a nuisance io
business men that a lot ot them hare
had to do this.
'Now, when a man's private tele
phone rings he knows it really is a per.
sonal call, as only a few people have
his number. It is a direct call from 'Cen-
tral' and does not come over the regular
office switchboard at all.
"Every operator of a private switch-
board, and of course, every 'central,' is
charged with keeping these private tel-
'Alone numbers strictly confidential.
People try lots of different ways to
worm this intormatIon out of us, but
tbey don't succeed."
"It save' my time wonderfully-this
having a private call," said &lawyer. "I
really think this plan saved me from a
nervous breakdown last year.
"My private secretary has charge of
the telephone supposed by the unini-
tiated to be the only one by which I can
be reached perecnally. Nine times out
of ten the questions saa be settled with-
out referring to me. Occasionally, of
course, I have to speak to the person my -
*elf.
"But there was a time a few years ago
when I could not dictate so much as a
note to my stenographer without being
interrupted half a dozen times. That as-
severating little ting-a-ling bee been
the death knell to many a finely phrased
letter. As for important documents,
when dictating anything that required
011110411 thought I was obliged to have
an entirely separate room where I was
as absolutely 'out' as though in my home
uptown.
"While, of course. I did not pretend
-to speak to every person who called for
me on the telephone, still I was called
very often- It is very different now.
Only a dosen or so persons know my pri-
vate "all, and sometimes my telephone
does not ring more than once or twice
4 day.
"The telephone is a mighty good serv-
ant, but with one's name in the public
telephone directory It soon becomes
hard master."•
"Tee, our house number is private,"
said a woman who has many isocial d u-
lies, "and we guard it as we do the fam-
ily jewels. Only our own direct circle
of friends are able to reach us by tel.
epbone.
"As some one said to me the other day,
quite the height of modern intimacy is
reached in the interchalige of private
telephone numbers. And it is true.
"You would be surprised to know the
lengths some people would go to dile-ov-
er the number of a private wire Why,
would you believe it. our stable Is often
caliqj up, and whoever happens (0 an
hwer is asked for our house netheer
Yes, our telephone Is now just witlft it
originally was and just what it should




Maiden Names in Other Lands.
When •I v. omen is na.rried In this
country .her maiden natLe is seldom
mentioned. Many people to whom ails
is vary well known have Lever heard it
In France. on the contrary. there ate.
constant reminders of the earl:t r dig
alley. In ilelgiutn merriest' does tad tit
tinguish it, for many married women
often combine the old name with the
new. Moreover, they put the maiden
name last, thus giving it the greater
diatioction. We can illustrate this by
supposing the cuatsno to prevail in this
country. In that case At lid Bre w n when
she married Mr. Robinson would have
her visiting cards printed: "Mrs. Hoe-
inson-Bnewa." This double barrels 1
____emenetroset dank act give the Iteoptaa
wife $ better Redid statue than the
English wife's, bet it is very boothing
to (Petiolate pricht-London Chronicle.
Wisdom of the Chinese.
The ierbal wisdom of the Chinese
has become proverbial, and appropri-
ately enough, it shows itself prominent-
ly tlieir proverLa. Many of these have
already been translated Into English,
but hrre are a few moos, from a collec-
tion by llerr BrunciNavarra, published
in Heidelberg, which may be welcome:
"It is better not to be than not to be
anything." "Repentance Is the dawn
of virtue." "Even the highest tower
stands on the ground." "Man thinks he
knows everything, but woman knows
better." "Even the mandarin of tbe
first class has poor relations." "The
carver of Idols never worships Idols; he
kneels too well what they are made of,'
'A day of grief is longer than a year of
Soy." And to on.-T. P.'a Weakly.
He Rowed, She Steered. ,
The boat drifted on the clear lakai
The man and the maid were silent aad
a little sad. "Dear," he said, "will raw
float with me siwaYe-dnwn the stream
of life?"
"The same t1 now'?" she whimpered.
"The same as now." said be.
et will, gladly!" cried the young girl.
Be, you see, was rowirg. doing, all
the herd work. She had the helm. She
Steered.- ill..ecapo'-ia Jue.rnaL _
eff's
AN OX RACE IN GERMANY.
Beasts Ridden by Their *smear
Without Whip or Spurs, Is
the Rule.
In many of the out of the way dis-
tricts of Germany ox racing has long
been a very popular sport. The en-
trance fee for the races is small, but
the beasts must be ridden by their
owners. The rider is not allowed to
have either whip or spur and he must
ride his animal bareback, trusting to
his voice to guide the beast. It is here
that the skill of the rider comes into
Mel, as everything depends upon the
training of the ox and the ability of
the owner to direct his movements.
As the oxen do not race on a track
It is no easy matter to guide them.
The race course Is a field, perhaps a
mile square, the start being made at
one side and the finish at the other.
Sped is of secondary importance in
the race. Like golf, the sport requires
accuracy, and the rider who can force
his lumbering c to go in a
straight line is celir insrto win.
When all the eiernpetitors are lined
up at the sting point the signal to
begin Oa twee is given. Then the fun
ter Ees, for,
 in spite of the riders'
tiri the steeds usually refuse to
head toward the finish mark. Besides,
the difficulties are greatly increased
from the fact that the onlookers are al-
lowed to be in the field and may do
anything to Interfere with the con
testants so long al they do not touch
him or his beast. Though oxen art
naturally the least excitable of ani-
mals., the noise of the spectators soon
reduces them to a state of utter bo-
wilderment Often an hour will pass
before one of the oxen is ridden under
the wire. The visitor receives a small
money prise, which is nothing com-
pared to the honors brought him by this
victory, and the animal is decorated
with garlands of flowers. Among the
peasants great events are reckoned
from the time so-and-so won the os
race.
UTILIZING THE ASSASSIN.
English Writer Suggests That Be
Be Turned Over to the
Doctors.
--
A medical correspondent of the Lon-
don Lancet suggests th..t murderers: in-
stead of being hanged, be turned over
to doctors for experimentation. He de
sires for science the Privilege of studying
disease in the "laboratory of the human
body," and thinks that with this oppor
tunity the scientist "could look forward
to almost endless possibilities." Ot
these possibilities, observes the Phila-
delphia Ledger, he neglects to yet forth
details, although mentioning transfer.
once of bovine tuberculosis and the
spread of cancer as profitable and Inter-
esting problems, the solution of which
would be promoted by this plan. He
would MN the murderer is a field for the
malign microbe, and turn his tissues
later into a jousting place for a tilt with
the beneficent opposing germ Science,
looking on with eye alert, would relieves
the contest and make record of results.
Moreover, so sweet is the faith that in
the correspondent abides, be is confident
the murderer would acquiesce in the
scbetne of dying slowly, rejoicing not to
have his last pang accentuated by the
presence of the uncultured hangman.
The proposition is not new, nor, for
reasons easy to cite, can it be mitts
oprative. flat the chance of being do
Toured by cancer or phthisis would, as
an alternative, be seised with eagerness
is an assumption that fails to appeal to
the judgment, tempered as this must be
by humane impulses. And it is of lit-
tle consequence. The change would be
the substitution of torture for quick dis-
patch, and be on a plane with the Chinese
method known as "the death of a thou-
sand cuts," a title grimly explanatory or
the process.
Messages in Ancient Times.
Carrying messages in olden times
called for much ingenuity. "Nothing
In the world," wrote Horodotus, "Is
borne so swiftly as measages by the
Persian couriers." They had over a
hundred stations, each a day's journey
from the other, and a regular service
of riders carried messages to and fro
at the rates of from 60 to 100 miles a
day. They had their "through cou-
riers," too, for in the case of a ape
eially confidential message, the text
was tattooed on the shaven head of a
man, whose hair was allowed to grow
before he began his journey, so that
his letter might be concealed, until he
resched his goal, where, of course, he
would be reshaved.
Boers Raver. Buller.
In a letter to an English friend a
South African farmer writes: "Many
of the fighting Boers have told me they
eit• quite willing to erect a statue to
Gen. Buller's memory in this country.
They declare he Is the only man who
came out to fight them in a straight-
forward manner."
Pride, Not Anger.
Miss Priam-Dou't let your dog bite
me, little WY%
Little Boy-He won't bite, ma'am.
"Hut he is showing his teeth."
"Certainly he is, ma'am, and if you
had tra good teeth as he has you'd
show 'ern, too."-'-Stray Stories.
Pity of It.
."A pretty woman's lips," remarked
the sentimental youth, "remind me of
a rose."
"Yes," rejoined the ex-bachelor, "and
her tongue reminds me of the thorn.'
--Chicago Daily Nina.
Bic Inducement
Dolly-Nvery tans you call, you
make love to me. I'm getting tired of
It. Hew can I induce you to stop it/
Cholly--hfarry me and I'll promise
Owl* to Make love to you again.-
Leader. _
, THE COLORS OF SYRIA(
1lLarevious Warmth and Depth Mark
the Landscapes of That
Country.
The crowning glory of a Syrian land-
scape, however, is its brilliant coloring.
Before I left America it seemed to me
that the vivid tints of Tissot's pictures
must be exaggerated. but they fall short
of the reality, says the World To-day. 0:
course, no artist can 1.q)„e to reproduce
the marvelous warinta and depth of the
colors in an eastcrn landscape, or to
imitate the vague, soft hues that are so
characteristic of the Syrian atmosphere;
but it would be almost as impossible for
him to find tints that were overbriglat or
to arrange them in an order too daring
to be matched by the Syrian sun.
The very nights are full of color. The
moonlight Is so brilliant that it is easy
to read a guide book; and, even on a
moonless night, and in the wilderness,
far from any city's glare, the starlight
has been so bright that I could see the
second hand of my watch and could find
quite a distinct shadow cast by Jupiter.
A moonlit scene at borne gives only the
impression of light spots and dark
spots; everything Is black or white or
gray, but here In Syria the moonlight
shows all the colors of the rainbow. The
green of the trees and grain, the red of
the tile roots, the blue of sea and sky,
and the white of the distant mountains
are softer and more delicate, but hard-
ly less distinct, one from another, than
in the sunlight.
But the sunset colors are the best of
all, especially where the mountains
come close to the sea. I hesitate to corn-
part Beirut with Naples; yet we have as
clear skies here, the sweep of the bay is
much the same, and, instead of smoky
Vesuvius, there is the splendid range of
Lebanon, culminating in Jebel Sunnin,
almost twice as high as the Italian
mountain, and for half the year crowned
with dazzling snow.
RUCSIAN PARISH PRIEST.
How He Is Regarded by Peasants
Over Whom He Wields
Power.
"Our priest," says the young Russian
peasant, who, through the mouth of
Ernest Poole, in Everybody's, describes
"The Night That Made Me a Revolu-
tionist," "had been the priest to our
grandfather. All of us children, and
even our mother 40 years before, had
been baptized by him. He was a tall,
thin, hard-eyed old man, in a black
gown; he had a long beard and stiff locks
of gray hair down over his shoulders;
his bony face was always tight and
stern; his eyes were dull; his deep voice
was slow and never had a glad sound
In it. He had no friends, but just rode
along the mountain roads alone; all of
us children, and even the old people,
were afraid of him.
"Once. when I was very small, I was
driving a goat, with my little sister on
his back. The old goat was so solemn
that some rich, fat merchants driving
by stopped and laughed. The priest was
with them. When they laughed he, too,
tried to smile kindly at us. That was
the only time I ever saw him try, and
the smile was just a grin, with no life
In IL There was an old story that his
wife had not been afraid and had
bossed him, but even she got worn out
and ran away. He never opened his
mouth except for two things. Either
he spoke to God. chanting prayers and
muses, or else he spoke to the peasants,
growling: 'Pay, pay.'"
MEN WHO WEAR SKIRTS.
_
In the Orient Wearing of Trousers IS
the Exception Instead of
the Rule.
If there is one thing presumably cer-
tain on this earth, in the opinion of most
of us, it is that skirts are essentially
feminine, and that the special feature
of .masculine attire is a bifurcated gar-
ment But nothing is further from the
truth, affirms the Buffalo Commercial.
which proceeds to prove what it asserts.
To this day the majority of the male ele-
ment of the human race, so far as it
wears clothes at all, Is skirted. The man
or woman who goes east will see skirted
men everywhere-Arabs, Cashmeres,
Punjabs, Burmans, Chinese, Japanese,
Malays. to mention only a few "The
trousers of the western world, though
they seem to the untraveled eye as fixed
and unalterable as the Pyramids. are but
a passing fashion in the history of male
attire." saki a writer in the Boston
Transcri t. The fashions of the east
endure, while those of the 11Slit are ever
changing. That is true. Yet the bifur-
cated garment-the forked radisii style
-commends itself to the progressive
Japanese of to-day. Men who do thing.'
in war, athletics and business in these
days cannot wear skirts, blankets or
)(Intones. When the westenr races
cease to hustle and sit down to meditate
they may discard trousers and revert to
the ancient oriental styles.
All Navies Growing Larger.
About half a century ago England
took notice of one fleet only. the
French. Now things have changed.
Japan has revealed her naval power;
Italy has a fairly good navy! Wilhelm
rules over Gertnany and has an-
nounced that the country a future wel-
fare must be sought for on the seas;
the United States wish to have no
rivals on the ocean and Russia is be-
to rebuild her Mist.
Pet, Meaty Part
"Mesa!" cried the first old man,
smoothing the near sealskin cuff of his
overcoat. "I have a part that suits me
perfectly as last'
"What is it?" asked the second
heavy.
"It is the part of a recluse, and la
the second Let I have to cook and eat
a new. of real hucke beat takes Mid
sausage."- et. l.(,sks Globe Democrat.
IN THE FIRST OPEN CAR.
True Tale of an Everyday Incident
Which Had Romantic Fur-
nishings.
The girl sat in the last seat of the
first open car of the season, loOking
back at the long vista of the street
they were fait leaving behind them
Her hands were full of impedimenta
though that word is perhaps more con
rectly applied to articles nearer the
feet. But a purse, a handkerchief, a
letter and several small parcels dc
impede one's progress, especially if
one be a pretty maid with a pride in
one's long, much beruMed skirts, re-
lates the Chicago Record-Herald.
Her parasol-the first of the season
too-she placed beside her. She must
have been thinking deep thoughts, for
it was with a start that she signaled
the conductor to stop the car-a start
that showed she had almost forgotter
her destination.
She allzhted hurriedly. The Ca)
itarted. Then a Mae flutter of ths
burdened hands, a gasp that was al.
most audible, and an agonized C911
traction of the pretty brows told thd
man who had sat beside her that lihi
bad forgotten something besides the
destination.
}de was a man who thought quickly
In an instant he had seen, seized, am
held aloft her parasol. She nodder
vigorously, motioning him to throw i
to her. It was all done quickly, bu
the car, pitiless as time, Was moving
steactliy, relentlessiy away from her
The s: ace between it an,. her was con
Inanity increasing.
The wan hesitated,
pretty parasol. Such ruffles of chit
to
She was following the car at a little
dog trot, but it was leaving her far
behind It had almost reached the
next corner.
The man waved the parsaol at the
conduct:..r. The car stopped. Every
one watched while he ran to the con
ner, ca•efully placed the fluffy, forgot-
ten thing on the sidewalk, then ran
back to tee car.
The girl waved her hand in grateful
reeogntt on. He waved his in-renun.
clat.on, perhaps.
As she resched the parasol a hand
sonic young negro stooped to pick ii
up ad courteously handed it to her
as she exclaimed: "It is mine, thank
ysfu."




It was such s
a fairy prince-they
and blue-eyed, with
the man who should
tribute of her smiles
was leaving her far behind.
For this, you see, is a true store
And so they did not marry and live
happy ever after. Perhaps he was
married already and his dinner was
welting for him At any rate, he saved
his carfare.
CONTRACT WITH A SULTAN
How an American Tiernan Put
Through a Five-Million-Dol-
lar Deal.
The story of an interview that once
took place betwe,le Mrs. Reader and
the sultan of Job... e, India, Is thus re-
lated by Juliet Wilbor Tompkins in
Everybody's:
"She named her conditions; the
right to issue 15,000,000 worth of six
rer cent. bonds; 120,000 acres of land
0I1 ending along the 120 miles ol
track; tin mines-but here royalty de-
murred a kttle; be -thought he would
keep all the tin mines. For the first
time the young contractor slipped into
feminine processes of reasoning iand
set aside for a moment the urgent
husineas-full enthusiasm of the pro-
moter for the display of the human
girl who sees her pet project in tian.
ger of failure.
" 'But you are so rich, you know
you don't need all those mines,' she
argued, 'and we do!'
-The sultan conceded the mines
From an oriental point of view th
,iperience was pt rhaps cheap at th
rrid c Ike cores (led the $6,003,004
%twit of bonds. the 120,000 acren 01
!an I At the end of their three hours
tails Ella Rawls had in her possess:on
a eT. ''144 40') contract to build a rail-
road aoroas the state of Johore, and its
reld r had secured on fair terms f1
means to wealth and civilization. the
Leed of which could no logger be ig-
nored. She had come to him at tht
psychological moment, when the con-
tract was ripe for giving; she hat:
shown herself clear-headed anti reso
liiiteTter Ter the facti -AMIT Mb-Fly
open in her statements; she had de-
manded much, knowing the value of
what she gave, but there had been no
sign of sharpness, of trying to steal an
advantage. No doubt to one semis
tomed to be approached by Indirect
methods, by gifts and flatteries, there
was a wholesome convincingness in
this novel experience, a welcome
promise of good faith. At all events
he accepted freely and wholly."
Impressive Sermon.
Wife (returning from church to het
husband, who had stayed at home)--
You should have heard Dr. Doe's ser-
mon this morning, my dear. I don't
know when anything has made such
a profound Impression on me. I think
It will make s better woman of me a:
long as I live.
Husband-Did you walk home?
Wife-0, no; I took a car, and, do
you know, John, the conductor nevet
asked me for my fare, and so I saved
a nickel. Wallet I InCiltif t-Stres'
Stortes.
The Vieth.
The Editor-What have you written
about the death of Miat bright young
Jenkins?
The Irish Reporter--Something nati
sir, windln' up with these words: "He
leaves a brilliant future behind him'
- •••••-• • -
Looks Like His Turn.
The Optimist-Pay no attention to
tnockers. They said the telephone
wouldn't work. They said the tele-
;rapla wouldn't work.
The Pessimist-Well?
The Optimist-And now they say the
'lying machine won't work.
The Pessimist-And even a )(Locker
is apt to be right some time.--Chic-ago
Sun.
In the Shoe Store.
"How is it," asked the visitor, "that
all your clerks nearly break their
necks to wait o,n Mrs. flotros? You
lon't permit tipping, do you?"
"No," replied the prc,:ette3tor. "it's
this way. She has a No. 4 foot.'
"Yes."
"And she's willing to take a No. 4
ihoe."-Chi cage San.
Real Enjoyment.
"Yes, you can spend the day at
grandpa's; but be a good boy or your
papa will whip you."
"Yes'm."
"I don't see how you get so much
enjoyment out of talking to grandpa."
"I get him to tell me about the lick-
In's he used to give pop."-Houston
Post.
MITIGATION. 'it
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"Which do you like best, mamma. Mo-
sari or Beethoven?"
"Why. I like Beethoven best, I think."
"I'm so glad, for I've just broken the
bust of Mozart in the parlor!"-Flie-
gende Blaetter.
Curious.
I never saw a barnacle a-growing on a barn.
I never saw a star-fish with a star,
I've never seen a window see—I've Seen a
window blind;
But I never saw carbuncles on a car.
—Judge.
One Advantage.
Mrs. Donough-Aren't you dreadful.
ly put out when your congregation
goes to sleep while you are preaching?
Dr. Fourthly-Not at all, my dear
madam. I can preach the same ser-
mon again and nobody will know the
difference, you see -Cleveland Leader.
Natural Sequence.
Green-DM you ever bear of an im-
movable object being struck by an irre-
sistible force!
Brown-Yes.
Green-What was the result?
Brown-Both the women talked them.
salves hoarse.--Chicago Daily News,
Overcoming Difficulties.
itascagni-Brown-I tell you, Ethel, I
must have quiet if I'm to do any work!
Mrs. Mascagni-Brown-Well, my pet,
must cook dinner.
Mascagni-Brown-Oli! If that's the
difficulty, we can soon remove that. 1 'I
give up work for a few weeks!
Social Problems.
Lumber Yard Lem-I hain t seen
Weary W!'lle around lately.
Seven L,ag,ue Saunders-No; he's dis-
guised himself as a college professor an'
livin' as one o' dem. He's goin' to write
a magazine article on der lives an' 'tab-
its.-Puck.
For Variety's Sake.
Mrs Oldun-Did you marry for love
or for money?
Mrs. Gagurl-Well, sometimes for
one and sometimes for the other.-
Cleveland Leader.
Of Course.
"Did you ever ride in a horseless
carriage?"
"Sure. Did you think I was born be-
fore baby buggies were invented?"-
Houston Post.
Discovered.
"Why is this cheese so fell of
holes?"
"That's all right. It need.' all the
fresh air it can get."--Cleveland
Leader.
Observation.
Mother-Yes, Tommy, the doctor
brought the baby.
Johnny-Well, ma, he ain't very
good at matching samples, is be?--N.
T. Sun.
Queer Politics.
Wyld-Some queer things in politica.
Ryer-For instance?
Wyld-A fellow has to set up the
liquids to make himself solid.-Judge.
• Stirring Incidents.
Alice-Don't you think a cook book is
fascinating reading?
Mrs.-Yes, indeed. It contains is
many stirring incidehta.-Judge.
Another Listens..
Weary Wiale-i ate de Japs had to
take a bath Nefore going into battle.
Dusty Rhodes--What was it dat Sher.
man said about war?-N. V. Sun.
Absurd.
"Don't you like to sit here and see all
of the girls In their bathing suite?"
"Whoever saw all of &girl in her bath-
ing suit ?"-Houston Post
When She Loves Him.
"Does it take Brown and his wife long
to make up after they have quarreled?"
"Only till h14 next pay-day."-Mille
wanks' be '.LasL
Lemon Chill Tonip
IS A GENERAL TONIC,
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NFP"US TROU.
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER
FECT HEALTH,




Will practice in all courts of ILes
tucky.





7. C. Flournoy C.edl Rood
FI,OURN Y & REED
LAWYERS.
Rooms ro, xi and Is. Columbia Bide
PADUCAH, KY.
Dr. B. T:Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, zee
Nort hFifth, Both Phone SS&
Residence roer Clay, Old Phone its.
EXCURSION
It Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company-the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee l'IVCT
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, g table,
good rooms, etc. Boats 'e each
Wednesday and Saturday 5 p. m.
For other information apply to Jae.





H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE zao NORTH FIFT111
TEl RPHONE2
Residence 2911 Officio ea
DR. R. F. HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444,





Rooms 7, 2 and 3 Register Build-
ing. 523 1-2 Broadway
Practice in all the courts of the




Old Phone wit Red; Kew Phone sis,
Paducah, Kentucky.
DR. ROB. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 353
Office hours II to it) a. m., i to I
p. m. end y to p p. m.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Reeinetice. Roottab eihd
Coltur!--- Ruildirt
Phone too—Red.
OLIVER, OLIVER & IlL'OREOOR,
LAWYERS.
OFFICES: Benton. Ky, rear `omit
Marshall County; Paducah. gy..
Room Ira Fraternity Buil/Roo





FOR N iR 'T-One nicely f urn-l
ihed roo cr-rentleman pt Blew-
ea the Pn Jefferson. ThOne 2238.
I, 
FOR RENT-Modern 4 and 5-
room flats, all conveniences, 5t 2511
Adams.
kVANTED-Posi ion as stenog-
rapher; four years' experience. Ad-
dress M. B., Register office.
•
The National TAKE UP ESTRAYS VINDICATED.
agar ,Aancits
1 CHIEF COLLINS WILL HAVE EX-COUNTY JUDGEAEKVAS ANS,OF
is composed of two .thousand retail DOG IN., UND CONSTRUCT- LIVINGSTON, 
E 
oruggists, scattered throughout the LO AT ONCE. CLEAR CASE AT
United States, who have conceit- "
trated ,their league buying power in
a single, co-operative concern. These
.7.000 stares, constientc. tic greatest
retail league outlet on earth. Cause-
(!uently the N. C. A. Co., becomes
the largest single customer for to
LaccO ever known in the history of
the cigar business. That is why we
cen offer the terms??? we do.
M'PHERSONS
WANTS 
WA NTED--Fut- U. S Army;
able-bodied unmartift 'nen, ,between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of the
United States, of good character and
temperate habits, wIto on. speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Retreating offices, New
Richmond House. Paducah, Ky.
WHITE dining room gir17, et anted
at Hotel Craig, Fifth and Jefferson.
HOTEL FOR RENT-Re- dy
Chicf Collins yesterday an-
nounced- tie.: today he would start the
work of constructing the "dog
pound" down below the I. C. incline,
at the foot of Campbell streett_so
there will be some place to confine
the stray and untagged canines pick-
ed up on the streets. The pound will
be down on the low part of the river
front, where the high water has sub-
merged it for the past two weeks.
The high sta of the stream, over-
flowing. the -banks, has -kept the chief
from putting up the pound. It will
take a day or two to get the place
in shape for the stray animals.
Heretofore the chief has given
boys 25 cell': for every untagged
dog they breeght in to the hell, but
this year he ' not let the little
fellows do ;h!%. because it has de-
veloped the labs would catch a dog
carrying a tag, showing the city li-
cense was paid, tear off the tag, throw
it away, and then bring in the brute
as an "untagged" canine. This year
the chief will get two men with
caged wagons and let them visit ev-
ery premise in the city, and if any
dog is found without tag, bring him
down to the pound. All unclaimed
animals will be turned over to the
people who run the "garbage" and
furnisheik at 11 inson Springs,'. br carcass crernatOry," below the in-
tclephonr.j. H. Long, Hinson. Sp.-.. Hole, where the canines will be killed,
Tenn. • their carcasses rtduced to soap
L- rease.
FOR It ET-Lower apartmen:s Three Cows Taken Up.
of hoesei 64•3. North Sixth strett. Yesterday. Mr. Lycurgus Rice, the
GEORGE RAWLEIGH. official "cow catcher" for the city,
rounded up three stray bovines,
:relight rambling out on the public
highways. He took the beasts to the
pound. where !hey are now being
held. The owner of only one has
been learned, he being Al Dawson,
the colored I ackman of South SeV-
Cilth :i11TC1. and for whom a warrant
wi!I be issued today, charging him
with siolatioe of the law. If the
owners of tFe others are not learned,
the animate will be put up and sold
at public auction. -
WANTED-Three rooms. or will
go in with good party and rent half
,f cottage. Address A. M.. Register.
Attention Sir Knights.
The annual election of officers of
Paducah Commandery No. it
Knights Templar will be held this
evening at 7:30 p. m Other busi-
ne-s of much importance will be
t ran 'act ed.
Signed: ...
H. W. HILLS, Commander.
Fred Acker, Recorder.
Dirt For Sale.
Anyone wanting rich flower dirt.




THURSDAY NICHT, APRIL 26
THE
iirlogles' Minstrels
At the .c.egles' Minstrels Thursday
night the city's best talent %ell taltee
-pat). • •
Robt. Chastaine." 'Tis But a Dream"
Everett .Thotppson..... • . ...song
Richard Scott .... .."Dreattiliked"
Wm. Greerk, ......
Chas. Hitrjrt  
 euNvoa's Band on. Parade"
Wm Brareltib
"Who Dere Knocking at My Door"
Quartette' i;e4f-rarry Collins, Robt.
Chastaine,-VVm. Clark, Wm. Green.
ME SNYDER
In Shining Lights of Society
Chas. Hirt  Illustrated Songs
Eddie Snydetf ... Monologue





THE RED MEN LAST
NIGHT.
Odd Fellows of Surrounding Cities
State They Are All Coming
Here-New Lorge Meets
Tonight.
Laet evening, at the Red Men's
lodge on North Fourth street, a
large class of candidates were initiat-
ed into the order, in thc pretence of
a very large membership.
Mr. Lewis L. Bebout, great sachem
of Kentucky for the oder, has return-
ed from a trip to Louisville. Lexing-
ton and other cities, where he visited
the subordinate bodies, and found
them in excellent condition. This is
probably his last trip, as his term of
'Office expires at the coming state
gathering within the next few
weeks
Helping Brothrs.
Yesterday. Great Sachem Bebout
sent out to the different Red Men
lodges in this state to contribute to
the brethren of San Franciscp, who
seffered so as a result of last week's
earthquake. Mr. Bebout directs that
whatever donations the lodges want
to make they send the money to
the great chief of
ntucky, at Maysville
Mr. Rebate has also sent a, telegram
of condolence to Great Sachem A.
M. Cunning, of California, and asks
if any help is wanted.
Preparing for 26th.'The King  of the Philippines alace Paducah_ Odd Fellows_
tWi Dembarger, Interlocutor received letters from many surround-
Prices-25c, 35c, 50c, 75C, $1.00. ing cities, wherein the outsiders state
Setts on Sale Wednesday. they rtceived the Paducahans' letters,
  announcing that Thursday the Inter-
state association would meet here,
despite the attempts of President Joy-
ner to postpone it until May 3. The
outside lodges already heard from
say they will be in the city the 26th
inst.
New Lodge Tonight.
This evening, the Mechanicsburg
lodge of Odd Fellows holds its' in-
itial meeting at Broadfoot's hall, on
Third and Elizabeth streets, for the
purpose of ordering their lodge para-
phernalia and getting things in run-
ning shape. This lodge is the new








Do not purge, but act gently
and thoroughly on liver and
kidneys. Used in Paducah
for thirty years.
25c
R. W. WALKER & CO.,
INCORPORATED.
Drvggiats, Fifth sad B'way.
Both Phones in.
• Woodmen Tonight
TI' evening, the Olive came for
Woo en of the World meets in its
hall on North.,:-.0' urth street.
Carnation Day.
We will sell all kinds of carna-
tions on •Tuesday at 35 per dozen.
C. S. BRUNSON ite CO..
4e3 Broadway.
SMITH LAND.
County Records Vindicate Him; and
His Enemies Come Into Court
With a Complete Vindica-
tion of Him.
To Remove Freckles and
Pimples in Ten Days.
mangoes Is a sew discovery, sold seder. posttive
saerawee mod mosey reloaded le *serf COS Wiwi It tails
Is remove freckles, pimples, liver-spots, saa-tem, sallow-
wee, blackheads, agile stsestsesthins mid MI eraptioes
of the Ala, se matter of bow leas steadies. Cores
erdiaary cases I. Is days, led the men ia It t. 25 days.
After these *We are removed the skim will be clear,
healthy sad beautiful. No peolible bars cam reselt from
Its we. As regards ow reputation teed ability to tamply
with elf agreeseets, vu refer Is the Comwerdal Bash
sad hash el Fleury, Paris, Team., or soy misty Oklal.
Ask yew druggist fir MAMMA, If be basal it, mod as
• 10-aat mosey order am/ we will mead yea a 110-cest
package et MAMMA by mall. It It tails Is de all we
claim lit it. Notify es sad vs will promptly niers year
gamy. Address NATIONAL TOILET CO., Pees, Tema.
Word reached this city yesterday •:4+1-2-r .-: ;*++++4": :•÷+++-:-:••+•:":•-.•
that at Smithland Saturday, ex- + •'.•
County Judge Thomas Evans was •:. RIVER RIPPLINGS. • •
completely and fully vindicated -of +
the charges contained in a circular. -.-;-M-.:-:-+':-..:.++.--:..:..:.
printed and scattered broadcast over
Livingston county on_the eve of the
last November election, and which
contributed so largely to the defeat
of the Democratic ticket in that
county last fall.
Judge Evans was a candidate for
re-election, and the circular contain-
ed many grave and unjust charges
reflecting on his administration, and,
coming out a day or so before the
election, he did not have the .oppor-
tunity to fully refute them before the
election.
The editor of a Republican news-
paper in Marion and another Repub-
lican were indicted for criminal libel
for their connection with the libelous
















Mt. Carmel, 10.1; fall.
Nashville, 11.3; fall.
Pittsburg, 4.8; fall.
Davis Island Dam, 7.0; fall.
St. Louis, 22.9; fall.




There came out of the Tenne.tite
fined $200. river last night the steamer Clyde.
Judge Evans, immediately after, She lays here until 5 o'clock tomor-
the election, instituted suits of $IO.- row afternoon, before departing on
000 each againts Quincy Alsobrook, her return that way.
Rice and Albert Butter for libel,. and There gets out for Cairo this morn-
the cases went to trial last Friday., ing at 8 o'clock the steamer Dick
At the conclusion, Saturday, of the Fowler. She comes back tonight
testimony introduced by Judge about it.
Evans' attorneys, it being over-
whelmingly in his favor, it is said E
The Joe
vansville and conies back again
that a compromise was sought, and tomorrow.
the three defendants agreed. to al The John S. Hopkins comes in te-
judgment of $1,000 each, and in ad- day from Evansville and leaves im-
dition thereto offered a signed state-
ment to the effect that they were
mistaken; and that the county records
show no grounds for the charges
made in the circular. This, with the
testimony. went on record. and Judge
Evans then announced that he did
any of the money, other
amount of his attorneys': she goes ow on her way back to St.
he only sought vindication. Louis.
having received a full and The Georgic Lee gets to Cincinnati
vindication, he was sat's- tomorrow, and leaves there Wednes-
. I tiay on, her return way for Memphis.
John K. Hendrick, of this. The Nvork of surveying the Ohio
one of Judge Evans' at- river for a 9-foot stage of water he-
torneys, whiTe J. Mark Worten, of tween Louisville and Cairo. nhich
this city. and Mr. James Hodge. of was begun last summer, will be take
aSnmit.hland, represented the defend- en up about July x by two survey-ts 
ing parties instead of one. In order
WORK STARTED
BRIDGES PUT MEN TO WORK
PREPARING FOR
PAVEMENTS.
Contractors Gardner and Robertson
Commenced Excavating for
Storm sewers on the
Avenue.
Yesterday morning the public
street work for this city was resumed
when Contractor Thomas Bridges
started his men to work on the con-
crete sidewalks going down on Ken-
tucky avenue. Storm sewer opera-
t;ons were resumed by Contractors
George Gardner and Charles Robert-
son on the avenue. Both contract-
ing firms commenced with large
forces of men.
The bitulithic company last sum-
mer got the contract to reconstruct +
the avenue, Jefferson street and cross + PERSONAL NOTES.
street. and sub-let to Bridges the 4.
work of laying all the concrete pave- 4-4-4-e-Heeeee: 'edeeete-leestelet-1-3-e
ments and the brick portion of the
street. The avenue was paved with
brick from First to Fourth last sum-
mer by Bridges, who also tore up
the sidewalks for the new pave-
ments, but the cold weather prevented
the sidewalks going down. Yester-
day he started his men at Third and
Kentucky avenue, and is workin
Them toward i gecotid- and the ave-
nue, excavating and putting cinders
for the pavement, which comes along
behind the excavators. He will lay
the concrete, block at a time, first (!it
one side and then on the other ,i(le
of the street.
Foss ler left yesterday for
mediately on her return that nay
The Buttorff went to Clarksville
yeeterday, comes back tomorrow and
haves immediately for Nashville.
The City of Saltillo passed up Sun-
day, bound for the Tenneseee rtier
from St. Louis, and remains up that
stream until next Thursday, when
to have the report on the work tiledi
by the time congress Meets again.
the work was stopped last fall about
three miles above Owensboro, Ky
MEDICAL SOCIETY.
Southwestern Meeting Before Body
Tomorrow Night.
The McCracken County Medical
society will meet tomorrow evening
with Dr. Frank Boyd, at his office,
over the bank, at Fourth and Broad-
way. At this gathering final arrange-
ments will be gone over for the
Southwestern Kentucky Medical' so-
ciety session, which. convenes here
for two days, May 8 and 9. After
the latter gathering is over, the coun-
ty society will hold another mAting
here in the city to outline the ses-
sions that will be held out in the
country during the warm summer
months.
Tomorrow night. Dr. T. J. Reddick,
the secretary, will have a report to
make on the "blacklist" which he is
getting up among tite physiceasae and
specialists.
Editor James R. Limon, of the
Mayfield Messenger, was here Sun-
day on businest.
Colonel Gus G. Singleton and wife
returned yesterday from visiting in
Clarksville, Tenn., the past two
weeks.
Northern  _is. hem
today, en route to his home in tt
ingston, from Florida, where
has been spending the winter. He,,is
one of the best known retired stealtie
boatmen of this section. and is al-
ways warmly greeted here by his
host of friends.
326-338 S. 3rd St.
" "leeeeller'entreeereeeere






Made from high grade rubber and Sea Island Cotton, properly wrapped
and frictionecL They are supplied with an extra heavy tread to resist punc-
tures. We guarantee them to be perfect in construction and material and
will replace free of charge any defective tire. We are SOLE AGENTS
for this brand. We also carry a large line of K. & W. and all standard
tires and a complete line of supplies. See our READING BICYCLES
before you buy, they are those so mile an hour wheels and have snore rec-
ords than any other bicycle on the market.
If you wish a luxury in the bicycle line call and see Our
THOROUGHBRED MOTOR CYCLE.
Prices Just Right, Terns Easy. Old Bicycles Taken- it Wan




LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF
-Thoras Gorden was yesterday
held to' the federal grand jury by
United States Commissioner Armour
on the charge of selling liquor at
Twelfth and Trimble streets without
a license. olile bought the saloon.
but failed to have his govenimeet
license transferred to his name by
the Petty from whom he bought. He
gave $2oo bond.
--The frat-..rnitl building' I lige
room has been decorated swell for
the interstate raeeting Thursday.
Hal S. Corbett delivers a
speech to the high school pupils for
their opening exercises- this. morning.
while Rev. Father Lambert,- of Geri
calve addresses them tomorrow.,
Next Friday, Miss Frances Tempest
Herndon, the elocutionist, gives- the
pupils a reading as their opening cer-
emony.
Alderman W. T. Miller
Sunday morning from a
trip to Louisville.














Dramatization of Bertha M Clay's
Famous Novel
Sweetest Story Ever Told
Wholasorne, Claw Refreshing,
An Excellent Production
Prices: Matinee Children, 15c:
Atiulee ase
(Night Prices: 25-35-50-75 and $1.0o.
Seats on Sale Friday.
thc Tennessee rie.er, eith Captain
Mark Cole in command. Nis-. J. I-
Kilgore made the trip up. on her.
-Mr. James Lane has resigned his
position e ith the Weille Clothing e%-
tabltsliment.
-Mr. and Mrs. Den Belluwe, of
West Trouble street, have a new
girl baby, their first born. She ar-
rived yesterday morning.
Jim Duffy















You will have to buy more COAL this season. Why not buy
TRADEWATER COAL
So you will know where to get the BEST COAL for NEXT WINTER?
Lump 13c, Nut 12c. Both Telerihones.2 54.
Foot of
OHIO
Street. West Kentucky C al Co.
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